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SHE WON'T ACCEPT your calls or open your
letters·· but she'll hear from yo"u if you say it here.
04/28
ONLY 6 MORE isSues of the Daily LOBO, so get
your classified ads in today! Deadline is noon for the
next day'$ paper. Stop by Marron H~ll. Room 105 to
place your ad.
• 04/28
CONTACTS1?? POLISHING & SOLUTIONS.
Casey Oplical Company. 255-8736 -
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GENERAL CINEMA CORP, discount movie tickets
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PERSONALS

ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contraception, st_erilization, abonion, Right to Choose,
294-0171.
04/28

~

-···
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now available, SUB Box Office;, $2.50.

tfn

•CONCEPTIONS-SOUTHWEST COMING soon!

tfn
PERRY'S PIZZA, DEEP DISH Pizza by the slice
and pnn. WE DELIVER. £'all 843-9750, (Across
from UNM).
04/21
NEW ARRIVALS: CELESTIAL teas (great for ice
tea)-- Bongs (20 per cent off), tobacco pipes (up to 40
perccm 'bff)--cigarette lighters (20 per ecru ofl),
Transparent window de~als (rainbows). All at Pipe {it.
Tobacco Road, to7B Cornell SE, M-FS-6.
04128
ANNOUNCING, W.O. OANZERLA designer of
contemporary gold & silver jewelry, now located at
Pipe & Tobacco Road, J07B Cornell SE, 268-7.578.
04/21
SUMMER FILM PRODUCTION WORKSHOP: A
non-academic introduction to the Art of Filmmaking
taught by a working filmmaker. Gary Doberman,
~ 266-0863, afternoons.
04128
PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIASTS, STUDENTS!
Expert custom black-and-white processing, p-rinting,
Fine-grain or push-processing. of film. Contact sheets
or Ctlstom proofs. High quality enlargements,
mounting, etc. Best work in Albuqucrque,,reasonable
prices. Advice if asked. A-Photographer. 265-2444,
1717 Girard Blvd. NE.
04128
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, ID photos. lowest
prices in town. Fast, pleasing, Ca11265-2444 or come
to 1717 Girurd Blvd. NE. A-Photographer.
04/28
HI LEONARD.
04/24
INVOLVED? CAMPUS VOLUNTEERS wanted for
campaign work with "People for Pete Domenici."
Coll268·2476.
04/28
REPAIR YOUR BICYCLE wilh our tools and
~rands, Instruction available. Albuquerque Bike Coop, 106 GirardSE, Room 117,265-5170.
04/28
STAMP COLLECTORS, FREE Stamp Show, Hilton
Inn, April21 ,22,23,
04/21
"IN THE WAGER you bet your life."
04/20
GONNA BOOGJE TONITE? Ned's has Old Scratch
for da11cing until2 am.
04/20
CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS. Segovia method.
Beginners welcome. Ncar UNM. 266-9291.
04126
HOT PUPPIES FLYNN!
04/20
GOING HOME FOR the summer? Is there a General
Cinema theater in your town? Why not pick up some
dl<;count movie ticketo;? They're good at any G.C.
theater in the U.S. for up to I yr. $2.50 at the SUB
0
tfn
Box Office.
AGORA IS SPONSORING a talk by Psy"hiatrist
Di.ln Damak, Phyo;idan for the mind, man for the
'iOUI, on death nnd dying April 26-, 1978, 7:30 pm,
Biology 100.
04125
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LOOK NOWHERE ELSE for personal service, Free ·
10 engraving. free safely inspcclion. Low prices,
tool Water bottle with mount: or~ly $1.75. Nylon
backpacks: $1.00 off. Expert repairs, .Richmond
Bicycle Supply, 266-1611, Kevin.
04/26
SAVE THE SEALS MEETING·..ANBank, Central
and Wa!illingtou. Thursday, April 20th at 7:.30 pm .
For informatron--883.-3789,
04/20
PROSPECTIVE GRADUATE STUDENTS: Pearl .
Spears-Gray o( Oregon State University will be on
C!J.mplis from 3-5 pm Monday, Apri124 to interview
sructents interested In gradua\e Sludy. Oregon Stale
University offers cxccHcnt graduate study programs.
Contact· George L. Sandoval, Department of
Fimincial Aid· ~nd Career Jnformalion, Mesa Vista
Hall Smuh, for further information.
04/24
FREDDIE LAKER JR. Who is Mary Schwering? l
am jealous. Your secret admirer.
04/21
HURRAH FOR DAMON'S CLONES!
(l4/20
HUBBARD TESTING CENTER offers Free Pcrsonnlity and 1,Q. Testing and Evalu~tioils, Church of
. Scientology, 271·2 Carlisle NE, 26.5·9544.
04/28
HAPPY BIRTHDAY ARTHUR E. Still good at27!
May you have many more good years! Just me. 04/20
SAE ALUMS--PATRICK Murphy will arrive today,
Formal reception to follow next week. Contact Dave
Gallagher 243-099.5.
tfn
EVER WANTED. TO RIDE in a wheelchair? Come
to DOC's Spring Awareness Carnival on Monday
April- 24' on the mall. Wheelchair races, o-bstacle
courses, and timed events for non-disabled persons.
Challenge your friends---enemies, Prizes, publicity,
nnli ~pccial $15'ca~h award.
04t24
t:OLLELiE ROMANCE IN lhC woods. See "More
Acts of Passion," Bill I April 24,26,28 UNM's
E:.;periment31 Theatre,
04120

2.

LOST&FOUND

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps, Ortega 233,
277-.5907.
ss
LOST: BLACK CARD case with UNM I D's, military
!D's, and other miscellaneous cards. Need
desperately, No questions asked. J!lne Quesnel, 2432368.
. 04/21
FOUND: MALE GOLDEN Retriever on campus,
Call277~3256 at- 268·.5279, ask for Meave.
04/24
FOUND: LADIES WATCH, Westclox. Found near
Grand & University. Call766-7636, ask for LeriOra.
04/21
LOST: TI SR-40 Calculator, Reward. Call Eric, 2680295, .
04/25
LOST: BOOK I BEETHOVEN piano sonatas, in
Music Practice Room. Call John at 277~5988 after 9
pm. REWARD OFFERED.
04/20

3.

SERVICES

LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES, Prepare Now.
Call PENM 842-5200.
tfn
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical.
scholastic. Charts & tables, 345·2125.
04/29
KJNKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
now 3-minute Passport Photos. No appointment.
268·8515.
tfn
TYPING 1ST QUALITY. 883-7787.
tfn
ROTOTILLING BY APPOINTMENT. Group rates
available, Call Tifn, 268-6510.
04/28
ACCURATE TYPING BY proressional, 242-2266.
04/21
SUMMER STORAGE FOR your goods. Bring this
ad for special $9.38 per monthS X 7 unit. 242-1100,
U-Stor-11 Corp.
04125

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Wednesday's Puzzle Solved:
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1 2 Otherwise
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touch
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Hebrides is31 Ornamentation land
32 Fruit of the
58 Party
oak
spread
33 Tales
60 Not cheap
36 Boundaries
61 "Jane---·"
40 Outstanding 62 Enable to go
41 Satisfying
65 Seed vessel
8
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EDITOR,IAL SERVICE; AND writing assistance.
265-1164.
04/25
GET YOUR TYPEWRITER repaired now at
Discount Prices, 881-4213.
04128
VOLVO REPAIR. REBUILT e·nsincs, tran~
llmissions, carbs; Mlke247~9083,.
04/20
SUPER TUNE-UPS, $10. You buy parts. Bob, 26.54054,265-3225.
04/21
BICYCLES!! I BEFORE YOU buy a bicycle, check
out. our prices & quality at The Bike Shop, 811 Yale
SE, 842-9100,
04/24
TYPING, TRANSCRIBING--296-3 138 after 3;00,
04/28
BICYCLES!II PREPARE FOR the Rio Grande
Valley Tour. This week's repair sp~cial is a<'must!!
For details, The Bike Shop, 842-9100,
04124
TYPING 243-5117.
04128
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM Selectric.
Guaranteed accuracy. Reasonable rates, 298-7147,
04/26

4.

HOUSING

WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? Recreation rooms.
Study lounges. Pool, under:ground parking, Social
programs. 303 Ash NE, 2411-2881.
04120.
STUDENTS! ENORMOUS 4 bedroom house,
minutes to UNM, kids, pets, $150,262-17.51, Valley
Rentals, S30 fee.
04121
BIKE TO CLASS, fully carpeted 2 bedroom, kids,
pets $11.5. 262-17.5 I, Valley Rentals, $30 fcc.
04/21
BEAT THIS I bedroom, cottage, applianccs 1$35, no
lease. Caii262-17.S I, Valley Rentals, $30 fcc.
04/21
ROOMY I BEDROOM furnished apartment, utilities.
paid. 116 Harvard SE. Call898·1254.
04/28
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED apartment. Good
clean qL1ict place, $125 plus utilities, no pets, no kids.
883-8155,
04/21
FALL SEMESTER: CANTERBURY Co-op, small
co-ed residence near campus, 3 meals daily, single &
double rooms. 247-2515.
04/21
2-BDRM, DEN, HOUSE w/FP, large yafd, freshly
decorated, Real nice! Near UNM/Bases, $32.5/mo.,
$125 DO. 382.5 Anderson SE. Call 256-9013 for
exclusive showing,
04/24
ROOMMATE WANTGD BY May I. $145 includes
utilities. Looking for responsible, neat female to
share my house. Carole, 262-0506.
04/24
ROOMMATE WANTED MAY through August.
$75.00 monthly. Call 266-9222.
04/25
FOR SUMMER: RESPONSIBLE and experienced
child-care help for 5 and 10 year old after' 3:00 pm
and some evenings in c;Jtchunge for room and board.
na.,emcnt apt, separate entrancc 1 close to University.
Car necessary, personal und work references
required, Call Landau's after 8 pm, 2.5.5-2635. 04/28
WANTED--CLEAN, QUIET person to share house;
partially furnished; front and back yard; garage;
washing machine. 2 blocks from Medical and Law
Schools. Call 25.5-5735.
04n8
2-BDRM HOUSE, Pool, fireplace, spa. Share with
single lady, $100 utilities paid, Come over afternoons
and evenings, 2718 San Diego SE.
04/25
2-BDRM HOUSE to sublet May 15-A-ug. 15.
$225/mo. 266·8833.
tfn

5. FORSALE

SKIIS CHEAP l pr. Fischer, I pr. Han, like new. I
pr, San Georgio Boots, Size 10. All $60, 214 Cornell
SE, nis!Hs.
04/24

SMOKE AND FIRE DETECTORS--Brand NeW··
complete home· fire protection system, MUST SELL,
Valued~~ $360, asking $190, <)f good offer. Life-time
guarantee. Movable unit if you move. For more.
details, call 883-8644 evenings from 7 to 9:00 pm and
Weekends.
·
t fn
OUTSTANDING PRICES ON Maxell C-90 blank
cassencsl UD; $3.25, UDXL; $4. Minimum 6,
Fircrfy, 256".1495.
04/28
1971 RENAULT 16, Runs good, air con d., AM, FM,
radio, a~.ttom, Cali26S-9650, Peter.
04120
1973 VW BUG FOR SALE. Qood condition. R~dio.
- Call Rachel at 843-7370 after6 pm,
•
04/20

6.

OVERSEAS JOBS--SUMMER/Year-ro~md. Europe,
S. America, Australia, Asia, etc. All fields, $500·
$12()0 monthly, cXpj!n~es paid, sightseeing. fr~e
information--Write: BHP Co., Box 4490, Dept. NB,
Berkely, Ca. 94704.
04/28
NEED MONEY? WE need. you.· J.S hrs, per week.
3.)0/hr. Call294-2064,
04125

by ANNA POOLE

RESPONSIBLE PERSON FOR~relief'manager u.
Sto.r-.lt Corp. Weekends plu~. Record keeping
required. For appointment call266-8580,
04125
$180 WEEKLY MAILING CIRCI,I~ARS! Start
Immediately. Free details, Hun!er, 1344A Balboa,
S~n Francisco, CA. 94118,
04/21

SPRING CLEARANCE SALE on blcycles and
accessories to make room for a new shipment of
Raleigh bi~ycles. R.C. Hallett's, 843-9378.
04/21
FOR BSA FREAKS: 650cc Thunderbunder In like·
new condition. $1,250 or good offer. 843-9378, 04/21

The university architect and
the physical education department
chairman have finished preliminary
plans for a three-phase renovation
of Car lisle and Johnson Gymnasiums,

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT, WE need students for
positions as: sales clerks, cashiers, gas attendants,
cooks and counter personnel, Work 4 days and havc4
days off. $2,65/hr. p~us commission, Apply MondayFriday 10-4 or Saturday 8-11 at 136 Louisiana NE.
04/28
PART~TIME JOB GRADUATE students only,
Afternoons and evenings. Must be able to work
Friday and Saturday nights. Must be 21 yrs. old.
Apply in person, no phone calls please·. Save-Way
Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, .5516 Mcnaul NE.
04128

GUITAR AMPLIFIER, KUSTOM, 100 watts, 2
channels, reverb, tremolo, screaming sustain.
Excellent condition, $1.50,00. 345-6074.
04/20
1964 VOLKSWAGEN. MUST sell, $300, 277-479),
04/21
NAZI OFFICERS HELMET--Rommel's Afrika
Korps. Mini ~:ondition. Must sell. Asking $1.50, 2432368.
04128
MAGNOVOX . RECORD PLAYER/SPEAKERS
$75. Good condition. Ca11299-9044 cv~nings, 04/21
'72 DATSUN FASTBACK. Top condition. New
tires, baHcry, d!Hch, $12..50 or best offer. Mu~t sell.
Call88l-6852aftcr5pm.
04/21
MICHELIN TIRES ALL under $5. Bicycle parts and
accessories at low prices. Expcn bicycle repair.
Albuquerque Bike Co-op, 106 Girard SE, Room 117,
265·5170.
04/28
MOTHER IN DESPERATE Financial crisis--must
sell children. Good companions, don't talk much.
Call grandparems, 883-9660,
QUALITY DOBERMAN PUPS, Dam current
A. W .D. R. Reserve National chan1p. 883~9660 or 2775251.
04120
SUZUKI GT 3.50, 1969, 9000 miles, Windshield,
bags. E~ccllcnl condition, $400. After 5 pm 344-2762.
04/27
1966 VW FOR SALE. Good engine, New tires. $500.
881~1832 afternoons, 268·27.56 evening~.
04/26
PEUGEOT BICYCLES SALES, service 1 accessories,
10-specd tune-up $B.OD.)J Moped, 3222 Cemral SE,
268-3949.
04/28
1%3 VW BUG. Good, economical in-town car. $325,
256-7705.
04/21
Tl 58 CALCULATOR. Like new. $90.00. Call John
at277-598B afler9 pm.
tfn
1972 VOLVO WAGON, new automatic irans., AC,
.59,000 miles, AM/FM, new tires, clean. $3300. 8830253.
04124
1972 HONDA CLJ50, GOOD condition, $475.00.
Call266*5102 or 266-8320.
04124
'74 .TRIUMP<I TR-6, $34iN. 243-4601.
04124
TRIUMPH 750, '73. Excellent meChanical condjtiun,
fast!!! Best offer, 266-1.560,
04124

to get 3-phase renovation

EMPLOYMENT

7.

Adding lockers in Carlisle gym.
Dor_n 1-l_ooker, university .
architect, satd the entire remodeling
Building an intermediate floor
"!)light be 12 million to do all they above the basketball court in
say they need."·
Johnson Gym.

TRAVEL

Friday, April 21, 1978

MISCELLANEOUS

To promote solar energy

SOI.AR POWER PRODUCTS for home or business.
Call Mark at ALPHA Systems, 255·3367, TODAY.
04120
SINGER FUTURA Top-of-the-line. Slightly used but
still under warnmty. Push button bobbin-winder,
blind hemS; has hundreds of fancy stitches. Regularly
$800, now $150 cash. 296-511.5.
0412.5
NOW IS THE. TIME to open your sutnmcr business
in Downtown Albuquerque. Start weekends or nonclass da)'s for $7.00. When you're ready, the rent is
$1()0,00/month/stall. Studios and offices al<;o
available: $35, $.50, $60, $125, $200 momh,
DOWNTOWt-<1 BAZAAR, Rosenwald Building,
Fourth and Central. 242-6166,298-6046.
04121
SELF-HYPNOSIS WORKSHOP, Saturday Al>ri122,
10-4 nnd Sunday April 23, 1-4, "at the Open Mind
Bookstore, Students. $20.00. Phone 262-0066. 04121
CUSTOM DESIGNED ENGAGEMENT and
Wedding rings, jewelry for all occasions. 344-6470
after 6 pm, Gary Abeyta.
04/24
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mation. Or simply complete and
mail the coupon below and we'll
send you a rate quotation. There's
no obligation, of course.

Call or Write:
881-1687
7200 Menaul Boulevard
Albuquerque
New Mexico 8.7110.
Criterion
Insurance

Please send me a free auto insurance rate quotation.
:D Male
D Single
D Female D Married

•

Name

•

•

Address

•

City

State

•

Occupation

Spouse's Occupa1ion

•
•

HAS ANY DRIVER WITHIN THE LAST 3 YEARS:
Been involved in an accident?
Yes EJ NoD How many? _______
Had license suspended or revoked? Yes['] NoD
Been convic1ed of a lrafiic violation? Yes GJ NoD How many?_---.---Give brief details about any "yes" answers above including approximate dates:

•
•

••
•

•
•
•

Ap1 :t1
&

Zip

By MICHAEL P. McGUCKIN
May 3 is on a Wednesday but President Carter
declared it Sun Day.
Sun Day is the public awareness day for promoting
the utilization of solar energy.
President Carter is making a four city tour on May
3, making speeches on new federal legislation to
further the developement of solar energy.
The president will visiting Los Angeles, Portland
and Spokane, Wa. Carter will wind up his tour and
give a major speech launching the Sun Day campaign
at Golden, Colo.
David Miller, New Mexico Coordinator for Sun
Day, who has just returned from Washington, D.C.,
said New Mexicans will not be left out of the
festivities. Already planned are energy conferences,
workshops and energy fairs.
"We have· got to educate the citizens about the
importance of solar energy and to make the public
aware of the issues and benefits," he said.
Sun Day is designed to focus specifically on what

List all additional drivers rn your household:

a.m,
UNM has a functioning solar greenhouse at the
United Ministries office.
MiJier said the rising costs of fossil fuels plus public
alarm about environmental and safety hazards has
made consumers aware of the need for alternatives to
conventional household power sources.
··
"A whole new life is coming upon us, !t is time to
rethink our future and we must develop coalitions to
promote solar energy," he said.

Sun rays
dangerous
Since now is the time we begin
spending more time outside
"catching rays," it is also the time
to start thinking about protection
from excessive sun exposure.

••
•
•
•

The dangers of sunning depend
on the type of skin you have, but
Kerry Dalen at BCMC's Burn and
Trama Unit recommended that
everyone who spends time in the
sun this spring and summer wear a
sunblock.

••
•
•

•

•
•

Location of car if diflerent
from above address:
Car # 1 City
Stale-------Car #2 City
State

••

"·

"If you take it slowely until your
tan builds up," she explained, "the
chances are not as great for getting

•
•

cancer.''

•

Dalen suggested that someone
just beginning to work on a tan
should sun for only about 15-30
minutes daily.

••
•
•

"But it depends on the time of
day. If you go out between II a.m.
and 2 p.m., you will burn quicker,"
she said.

•
•
•

Aft~r you !<1!1 is built up, you
shouldn't spend more than one and
a half or two hours under the rays
daily, she said.

•
•

• • • • • CLIP AND MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY • • • • .

I
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Navajo woman acts
in movie filmed here
A Navajo psychology student
minoring in English at IJNM will be
appearing in the movie "Night
Wing," part of which is now being
filmed in Placitas, N.M,
Lena Keba Carr said she plays
the part of "a woman who is going
to have a baby" in the movie.
"Night Wing" is the story of a
southwest Indian reservation where
plague-ridden bats are killing
people.
Carr said she has participated in
acting workshops with the Performing Arts Collective in
Albuquerque, and has taken theater
courses at UNM.
Carr said that playing a role
allows her to explore feelings that
she might otherwise not have experiencea as a Native American
woman from a reservation.
Her son, Aaron, 15, shares his
mother's interest in the arts. Two of
his poems will appear in the soonto-be published anthology "The
Remembered Earth". The book
will be an anthology of works by
contemporary Indian writers.
Aaron Carr has had a children's

by CANDACE D. DILLABAUGH

Dalen said 'repeated sunburns are
the most dangerous.

•

dergraduate student and 30 peccnt
of the graduate population. For
UNM, this figure comes to 19,000
students which works out to
228,000 square feet.
"We should have 22 or 24
handball courts using this formula," Seidler said. "We have
four."
Phase two would be an addition
to Carlisle gym or Johnson gym
which would bring IJNM up to
national norms. Women's athletics
would be housed in the addition,
Seidler said.
Hooker said the financing was
"indefinite but the adminstration is
trying to figure out how to finance
this project.
"We are proceeding with our
architectural programs which are
written statments of need, the
building priorities and what goes
into the plan.''
Seidler wants the third phase to
use the area next to the gym, now a
parking lot, for further recreational
facilities.
Making the area an underground
parking lot, like the plaza downtown, the surface area on top could
be used for any type of facility the
department wanted, Seidler said.

story published in a magazine titled
"Sun Tracks", published at the
University of Arizona.

·~

Photo by James Fisher

Student gets movie part.

CLEP tests offer
credit opportunity

Although the sun's rays are most
dangerous to fair-skinned persons,
Dalen said, sunning causes periodic
changes in the cell structure of the
skin. If you spend excessive time in
the sun every summer for several
years, it can cause skin cancer.

••

ASUNM has announced the
budget referendum will be held
May2.

Miller termed ;• an information gap. It is going right
to thP. heart of the solar situation by focusing p•1blic
attention on solar energy, its technology and
economics.
One workshop will take place at the Civic Plaza in
downtown Albuquerque. Mayor Rusk will later an·
nounce city plans for utilizing solar energy, Miller
said.
On April 28, 29 and 30, tht> League of Women
Voters and the New Mexico Solar Energy Association
will sponsor a greenhouse workshop at Trumbull S.E .
The actual contruction will be Saturday, April29, at 8

•

Days per week driven to
work:
Car#1--Car#2One way mileage:
Car # 2 Car # 1

•
•

•
•

Age

Vote May2

Carter declares Sun Day

~a~ ~o~t~ =~'=~~~:_ ________C~~£~DX -•

•• YeS!

building is structurally sound but it
was built in 1928 and it needs some
reworking."
The reason for the remodeling,
Hooker said, is shortage of space.
"We are short in almost every
facility compared to other schools
in the Western Athletic Conference
such as the IJniversties of Colorado
and Utah."
Armond Seidler, professor and
director of facilities for the Health,
Physical Education and Recreation
department, said the national norm
is 12 square feet for every un-

DAILY

RIDES AND RIDERS available at lntcrcoontinental
Travel Centre. Share gas and driving, 107 Girard SF,
265-9860.
04121

.:• Good news about
:• auto insurance for
: college students.

•-

Building a small gym for gymnastics in Johnson gym.
Building more handball and
raquetball courts in Johnson gym.
Enlargement of the weight lifting
room.
Enlargement of the combat
room.
Hooker said the Board of
Regents has accepted the rennovation plan as part of a list of
building_priorities.
Hooker said the plan for Carlisle
gym "would bring the building up
to present-day standards. The

New Mexico

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•

We'd like to insure your car.
Why? Because we specialize in
providing auto insurance for young
•
drivers.
•
Who are we? Criterion
•
Insurance Company is a dependable,
•
financially strong company offering
•
important benefits like: convenient
payment plans, country-wide claim
service, driver training discounts
•
•• and a wide choice of coverages to
protect you and your car,
• .
Like to know more? Call or
•
visit us today for a free, personal

Renovating the heating and
cooling systems of Johnson and
Carlisie Gyms,

V~n

OUR CHARTERS MAKE cents. Intercontinental
Travel Centre, 1"07 Girard SE. 265-9860.
04/21
BRITRAIL PASSES, EURAIL pas:;;cs, and
Europe:in summer event schedules available at
lntcrconlinen.tal Travel Centre. 107 Girard SE. 2556830.
04/21

8.

The first phase will cost $4.1
million and will include:
Repair of the roof in Carlisle
gym.
Restuccoi·ing the outside of
Carlisle gym.

>

Pholo by Mike McGuckin

Sun bathing can gGt you a great tan, but overexposure to the sun's
rays can also give you skin cancer.

The College-Level Examination
Program offers an opportunity to
earn college credit for knowledge
learned outside of traditional
academic channels, said Ann
Smith, Assistant director of the
UNM Tt>sting Division.
Regardless of how knowledge is
acquired, people of all ages and
backgrounds
can
obtain
·: recognition for college-level
achievement by taking the CLEP
credit-by-examination
test
administered by the College Entrance
Examination Board ..
UNM may grant a total of 30
semesters hours credit for the five
CLEP general examinations 111
English Composition, Humanities,
Mathematics, Natural and Social
Sciences and History. The one-hour
objective tests measure achievment
in the liberal arts and are worth six
credit hours each,
In addition to the general tests,
there are 18 CLEP subject
examinations with a total of 68
credit hours offered in the UNM
program, These tests measure
achievment in specific college-level

courses. They are 90-minute obj_ective tests with five subjects also
requiring a 90-minute essay.
UNM has participated in CLEP
for the last three years. Last year
more than 300 people took advantage of the program, said
Smith.
UNM has also particpated in
setting norms for some of the
CLEP language tests by using Clep
scores of college sophomores
enrolled in UNM language courses
to set national standards, said
Smith.
At IJNM, CLEP scores do not
figure in or detract from a student's
grade point average. But the person
must be affiliated with some
university to be awarded college
credit toward a specific degree.
Any student at IJNM with less
than 26 semester hours satisfactorialy completed is eligible to take
the CLEP general examination and
receive credit.
Anyone interested in taking the
CLEP examinations is required to
submit his application four weeks
prior to the examination date.
Exami'nations are administered the
thir,
· ~ach month at the UNM
Testing J.. ·.:..,n.
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Customs testing
'snooperscopes'
r

N

IS

.

Disease believed wiped out

WASHINGTON (UP!) - The development section, said two
u.s. Customs Service· h~s prototypes of the neutron
C1
developed an arsenal of .ex_ouc backscatter have been tested in
0
<.J
snooperscopes, using rad1atlon, laboratories and in a field test last
'B
heat and vapor to sniff out con- Febuary in Florida.
:2
ceal~d narcotics in cars, boats,
Although the Florida test failed
.
to
find anything, Mintz said it
airplanes
and
cargo
shipments.
~ UNITED NATIONS (UPI) - the Middle East propo~e. to prove they intend to suggest the World
Customs Commissioner Ray wasn't because the device doesn't
2 • Wanted: one case of smallpox, 'that smallpox, that most ancient of Health Organization offer a reward
Chasen
Wednesday described to a work but "more because there was
~ ·anywhere in the world. Liberal diseases, has been eliminated from
for anyone reporting a case of Senate subcommittee
a "neutron nothing to find."
~ award o.ffered.
smallpox anywhere in the world. A backscatter"
the face of the earth.
radiation-reading
"1 t will detect narcotics," he
P...
That, in esse!]ce, is how a group .
The last reported case was that of WHO spokesman said Wednesday.
device a vapor detector that said. "It will also tell us for sure
of medical experts from Africa and a young man who became ill last
WHO is expect'ed to consider the "sniff~'' humans for hidden drugs, that nothing is hidden so we don't
Oct. 22 in Merka City, Somalia. suggestion at a meeting in May.
and a thermal viewer that measures have to open everything up."
The health organization has tried
Since then, nothing has been heard
heat variations.
Further tests of an improved
from the disease that throughout the reward system before and found
He said the sophisticated in- backscatter, a hand-held unit
it
"most
effective",
the struments are the "best soluti~n" weighing ahout six pounds, are
history was taken million of lives.
A group of medical experts frmtl spokeswomen s.aid. In India, once a to the war against umg smugg ers expected this year, he said. The
Djibouti, Ethiopia, Kenya and prime breeding ground for - that the "ultimate solution a:t backscatters now cost about $6,000
Democratic Yemen are so confident smallpox, WHO found that raising
ports of entry is high technology." each "but we'd like to get the price
the disease has been eradicated that the reward from $6 ro $200 enables
Ray Mintz, who heads the down to $3.000."
it to zero in quickly on outbreaks.
customs service research and
Eleven years ago, WHO began an
1421. CentraiN.E.
842-0300
intensive campaign to rid the world
of the disease that has been a sourge
H.:~;
'J~
to mankind for at least 3,000 years. .
'
.
'
.
_'
,
_
,
.
.
:
_
.
..'\£)
With luck, WHO says, the globe
---....::.
Q..J
will officially be declared free at
')
•
\ \
f
last of smallpox in October 1979 -marking
the first time the
~:>
i : ~ ) ~- . ~ ;
NEW YORK (UP!) - Soviet war hero and political dissident Pytor
eradication of a major human Grigorenko wept and thanked the American people Thursday for granting
disease will have been achieved.
him political asylum- but said he wanted to go home before he died.
• The former Red Army major general, who was stripped of his Soviet
'' 1111· I OAN A It RANt:! R"
citizenship while visiting his 33-year-old son, Andrei, in New Jersey, said
he wanted to return to the Soviet Union and defend himself in open court.
3 Blocks West OfOkie's
"Although I do not want to offend the American people, I would like
someday to return to the Soviet Union," he said through his lawyer, Lydia
Savoyka, of the non-profit Catholic Conference Organization.
The 70 year old Grigorenko said in a statement that the U.S. governn\&C
ment's decision Wednesday to allow him to stay in the United States "is a
great privilege and honor for me.''
In his petition for asylum, Grigorenko described himself as "a man
CORTEZ, Colo. (UPI) - A without a country" and said the Soviet action depriv.ing him of citizenship
student, dressed in a Nazi and banishing him from his native land violated international law.
Grigorenko was wounded twice and decorated many time in World War
. , . f\\\ev
.. teen-age
uniform and perhaps inspired by
I
I
but later was reduced to a private because of his human rights activities,
the TV series "Holocaust," fired a
particularly
his campaign to restore Crimean Tartars to the homeland$
,
·ofls
.
pistol into the ceiling of a high
from which they were ejected by Josef Stalin.
school Thursday and then held off
.
New location to service UNM
He also spent six years in psychiatric prisons and was made to work as a
police for five hours before he was hauler in a factory.
captured as he tried to excape.
1001
N.E.
Griforenko arrived in the -United States in November with·.his wife,
Kirk Kemp; 17, a junior student Zinaida, 68,a rid another son, Oleg,44.
..
at Montezuma-Cortez high school
1631 EGbank N.E.
293-4508
in this southwest Colorado town,
resisted all efforts to persuade him
511 Wyoming N.E.
265-3667
to
including pleas from
4523 4th N.W.
345-5301
II his surrender,
family and school officials.
:., Belen at 614 Becker
864-3522
....._.
No one was injured in the inSELMA, ALA. (UPI) - Mayor weeks.
'
The mayor said three trains
cident, including the teen-ager, who Joe Smitherman, angered by the
'
derailed
outside the door of the
school officials said had previously recent rash of train derailments,
Western
and L&N office, about
expressed an interest in the Nazi blockaded the tracks leading into
three
blocks
from the main street,
philosophy.
Selma Thursday and refused to let
in
a
four-day
period
last week.
"There is speculation he might trains through until railroad ofHe
said
police
records could
have been influenced by watching ficials agreed to repair the roadbed.
document
100
derailments
in the
"Holocaust" school superin·
About 100 rail cars were sitting
tendent Robert Howerton said.
on the tracks outside town when area in a l 0-year period and the
rash
of dangerous
Howerton said the incident began Smitherman received the assurances recent
detrailments
in
the
southeast had
shortly before the opening of he demanded from the Louisville &
him
scared.
classes. The boy, concealing a .22- Nashville and Western Railway of
caliber pistol, walked into a Alabama. He then ordered the
classroom and fired a shot into the police cruisiers, which had been
Smitherman, who was mayor of
ceiling, he said.
parked on the tracks, removed.
this central Alabama town during
"You know what we want," the the turbulent days of the 1960s civil
Here's the first "retrospective"
mayor told the railroad officials. rights marches, had the support of
look at the whole DOONESBURY
"We're not trying to play a role. other city leaders in his move
We
like to see your trains come against the railroads.
scene. An
"I think the mayor did a wonHAy A 'r SHALOM
through Selma. But until you
enlightening and
our
demands.
Your
respond
to
derful
thing," said fire chief B.C.
warm backward
Re_
corded
Message
trains
are
not
coming
through."
Pugh,
who
first blocked the tracks
glance at' the
The railroad officials said the with his fire trucks Wednesday
realistic
~~P~h~o~n~e::":2~9~6:·-:8:5:6:8~~~~~repairs would be made within two night.
beginnings of
The train crews, who knew about
Walden Commune
the blockade in advance, locked up
their equipment and left the trains
and the personal
outside
of town.
growth of each of

Student Council for Exceptional
Children will hold its last meeting
Monday, April 24, at 7:30 p.m. in
room 231 D & E of the SUB. There
will be elections and plans for the
summer dance for the handicapped
and the end of the year party. All
members are urged to attend.

Reward-for one smallpox case

""Riding Easy in the Harness", a ·
lecture, will be delivered by Thomas
A. McClain, C.S.B. of Chicago,
Ill., Tuesday April 25 at 4 p.m: in
room 231 of the SUB.

Join the

The crafts shop offers basic
- instruction of photo, jewelry and
ceramics free. The shop is open 10
a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday through
Thursday; 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Friday.

277-5907

_..

Soviet war hero
thankful for asylum
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People United for Justice, a
community group fighting police
brutality, will hold a meeting
Saturday, April 22 at the John
Marshall Center on Walter near
Stadium Blvd at 11 a.m. ·
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Young Nazi
shoots up
Mon.-F~. high school
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Mayor bloc-ks tracks
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its characters. A
unique-overview in
lavish full color,
from the -AcademyAward-nominated .
animation special.
Not just a collection
of strips, A
DOONESBURY
SPECIAL is a
rare look at
$5.95 DOONESBURY and
its creator, Garry
Trudeau.
Sheed Andrews and McMeel

SAe::MtM
Subsidiary of

Univ~rsal

Press Syndicate

Kansas City

NOW AVAILABLE AT
YOUR FAVORITE BOOKSTORE

There will be an
ASUNm. budget election
TuesdQy _Aptll 28

S.U.B.

Polls will be at:

Lo. Poso.do.
N.W. co.mpus

The Campus Safety office saves UNM $100,000 to $140,000 a year on
Workman's Compensation premiums, said Bill Carroll, UNM safety
coordinator.
The University, which pays about $250,000 a year in premiums, receives
a 42 percent credit from the insurance company, he said. All UNM owned
buildings are inspected once a year for fire and building code violations.
The chemistryy buildings are inspected once every two months.
·' · .
Campus Safety also offers a defensive driving course which is man3 datory for all state employees who drive state owned vehicles, he said.
Carroll offers training in fire prevention, fire fighting and evacuation.
He is available for consultation on the request of any university department.
The office employs two full-time work-study students who inspect
buildings for faulty fire extinguishers, exposed phone and electric cords,
J poor lighting and other causes of potential accidents, he said.
l
The students are working toward a degree in engineering safety, he said,
The Campus Safety office sells prescription safety glasses to UNM
I
employees and students, he said.
Photo by Mike McGuckin
The Campus Safety office is at 1717 Roma, across the street from
Hazards like this one are being investigated
Scholes Hall.

Fiesta Booths are now renting.
Contact the Student Government
Office. Deadline is Monday, April
24.
Women in Management will hold
it regular meeting Monc;lay, April
24 at 12:15 p.m. in SBAS 122. All
visitors are welcome.
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The dance club will have a
meeting tonight at 7:30 in the SUB
ballroom . Everyone is invited.
GSA
Student
Research
Allocations Committee will hold its
final meeting May l to consider
proposals for summer projects.
The Albuquerque Bike Coop and
the New Mexico Wheelmen will
conduct a bicycle repair clinic at the
east parking lot of the Alternative
Community Center, 106 Girard
Blvd. SE on Saturday April22 from
lO a.m. to noon.
Sheilda de Bretteville, will give an
illustrated talk on "The Implied
Viewer/User" focusing on ideas
about design and architecture today
at 3 p.m. in room 2018 on the Fine
Arts Center. Admission is free.

CAMPUS BRIEFS
UNM health education professor
Paul Klemm and game and fish
department hunter safety officer
Frank M. Hodge, Jr. will teach a
courRe next fall to train persons for
certification as hunter safety ihstructors.
A three-mile cross country run
for all UNM students, faculty and
staff wi II be sponsored by intramurals and Budweiser beer April
29 at the north golf course.
James L. Hayes, president of the
American Space Management
Associations will discuss the importance of continued education
for managers at the Robert 0.
Anderson School of Business and
Administrative Sciences building at
3 p.m. today.
The Robert 0. Anderson School
of Business and Administrative
Sciences will sponsor a symposium
"Managing in World of Social and
Structural Change" May 18
through 19 in Munich, West
Germany.

J

The history of t:1e Albuquerque
area will be discussed by two local
historians at the Albuquerque
Museum, April23 .
The speakers for the event, which
will begin at 2 p.m., will be Calvin
Horn and Donald C. Cutter.
The executive committee of the
National Association of the Partners of the Americas will hold its
quaterly meeting April 29 in the
Apache Room of the Albuquerque
Convention Center.
Dr. Gerald Slavin, director of
UNM international programs and
services office and a member of the
executive committee, said the
meeting will be held from 9 to 5
p.m. and is open to interested
persons.

Simian society
course offered

by ANNA POOLE

cl~ss," Froehlich said, "will be on
ch1mpanzes. For example, the
Going Ape? Wonder why Garden of Eden has disappeared
monkey see, monkey do?
for the chimpanze so canabalistic
A UNM Anthropology professor behavior has emerged in chimp
will be teaching a course next fall n society."
ape and monkey behavior with an
emphasis "to man's origins and
current social situation."
Jeff Froehlich, who has recorded
the behavior and biology of black
howler monkies for five years in
Panama, will teach the sophomorelevel class.
"The primary focus of the

INSTA-TRANS can so.ve ,you mone,y. All we o.sk Is tho.t _you compo.re
our prices with o.n,y other plo.ce In town.

A University of Western Ontario
professor will deliver a public
lecture on the philosophy of sport
April 27 at the University of New
Mexico lnternational.Center, 1808
Las Lomas NE.

A three-year master's degree
Dr. Earle Zeigler, who is the
program to train rural educators _American Alliance for Heallh,
for the severely handicapped is Physical
Education
and
accepting new student applications Recreation's scholar of the year,
until May 1.
will speak at 4:30 p.m.

TRAHS. TUNE UP Incl. fld. chonge bonds,llnkoge C>dj. <oodcheck
mODULATOR CHAHGf
SEAL JOB
comPLETE REBUILT TRAHS. ony COl with 6 mon. 0112.000 mile guot.
(505) 242-1592

:

2502 2nd St. N.W.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87102

TA-

~9.95
~7.95
~49.50
~189.50

Owners
Joe& Felix

Sanchez

'

..

Anyone interested in trying out
for UNM cheerleader should come
to the first meeting Monday, April
24, at 7 p.m. in Carlisle Gym room
101.
The UNM Medical School will
host pre-med day tomorrow from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Basic Medical
Sciences Building.
UNM brown-baggers play every day.

Next time you see
someone pOlluting,
-point it out.

We have the suits

New Mexico
DAILY..LOBO

Sif:Jfl of t~0
Fafflper.ed ffiaideJ1

No. 138

Vol. 82
3ll J.l Ul

The New Mexiw Daffy Lobo is published
Monday thnmgh Fr!dny every rcgulnr week
the University ycnr a.nd Weekly durin~ the sum·
mer .. session by the Board of Student
Publications of the Unlvcrfllty of New Mexico,

or

11nd Is nol financinlly n.•im!!ink"(l with UNM.
Second cla~s posta~c paid at Alhuqucrquc, New

The o~inloils cxpi'esscd on tlu:! editorial
pP.gcs ot the DaUy Lobo arc those of the author
solely. Unslgned_opinlon Is that of the editorial
board of the DaUy Lobo. Nothing [u"lnted lt1 the
Daily Lobo necessarily repre."icnts the views of
the Univershy of New Mexico.

People start pollution.
People can stop it.

Keep America Beautiful :'fil~
99 PMk Avonuo, Naw York, N.Y. 10016

:!.!.!~~

2937 Monte Vista {on the triangle)

255-5287

~

Q
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Don't close your eyes.
Point it out to someone who
can do something about it.

Mexico 87131. Subscription rate l.'i $10.00 for
the academiC year.

Polls witl open 9:00o.m-5:00pm

By T.E. Parmer
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Inspections cut
insurance premiums
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PIRG cOntroversy

FACULTY

by J.B. Skenandore
The -problem of the senate-PIRG controversy is a simple one .. It
represents the unfortunate collision of two forces in society over which
we have little control.
On one hand, the "baby boom" student actjvists of the 1960s have
ent~;~red the political world and are trying to work out solutions to some
of the issues raised in that period.
On the other hand, the passage of that large group means that ·
consequently, a s~udent senate with a shrinking constituency is trying
to fit a shrinking budget around a ·complicated mass of competing
groups, many of which were created by 60s activism.
-Some members of the senate have sometimes acted hastily and
jealously in their treatment of PIRG. PIRG has sometimes been less
than open and jealously protective of its own survival. And perhaps the
LOBO has failed" to explain both sides of the issue effectively.
That the students should bear the full weight of funding PIRG may
seem unfair. What we need to remember is that we are only college
students for a short time in our lives.
When we leave the University we will all face th problems of family
planning, energy conservation and otlier social problems. I feel that
PI RG has ma_de progress in serving the community in these and other
areas.
Part of becoming an educated person is developing the ability to
stand back and take an overview of things which enables you to plan
ahead effectively.
I feel ASUNM should consider PIRG to be one of these groups in
student government which serves many students. It should receive
primary consideration on the budget, and the students on the PIRG
board of directors should work to change the perception, if it exists,
that PI RG is separate from the rest of ASU NM.

ASUNMchaos
by Bill Robertson
Anyone who has ever attended an ASUNM Senate meeting knows
that there are two versions of the proceedings: an official account, and
another, almost always more interesting story which is usually never
told.
Yet it is this second story that cries to be told. Those privileged few
who attended Wednesday night's meeting can read between the lines
of the published accounts, but the vast majority of students are left in
the dark about the actual process by which the student representatives
make their decisions.
What official record, for instance, would tell you that Vice-President
Dave Garcia, attempting to maintain a semblance of order in the
proceedings, must have rapped his gavel against he table at least 200
times, the noise echoing throughout the SUB? Or that two senators,
during an executive session called because the senate needed to
discuss the budget "free from outside pressure," as one senator put it,
almost came to blows over unknown disagreements. Or that some
senators were drinking beer during the session?
Senator Phil _Hernandez voted "no" on every single budget
allocation, and also disagreed with the majority when the budget as a
whole was voted on at the end of the six-hour meeting. He said, "This
whole exercise is just an indication that the new Senate should be
voting on this budget. T~is senate is bankrupt." It will probably be the
last meeting of the "bankrupt" senate.
After more than three hours of debate, the senate agreed to fund
New Mexico PJRG $39,000 in the new budget. When the representatives of PIRG left, they asked whether they could be confident that
the figure would stay the same. Several senators assured them that,
yes,. the amount would be left intact. Later, when the senate found
itself $600 in deficit, one legislator suggested cutting th~ PI RG budget
by $4,000.
During the proceedings, Garcia continually reprimanded senators
who were wandering from the meeting room, often at times when a
vote was pending. When the senate seemed at a loss to make up the
the $600 deficit, someone suggested taking funds from the General
Govermental (ASUNM) account, which then stood at $32,707.67.
Senator Jack Fornter objected, saying, "We can't cut ourselves."
The Residence Halls Student Association (RHSA) budget was
deliberated for about an hour. While the group's original78-79 amount
was $2,500, the senate Wednesday first attempted to reduce that
number to $2,000. This effort first failed, then succeeded moments
later. A representative of RHSA said, "We were cut fairly deeply,
practically more than any other organization. The students will show
their opinion at the polls." One senator reacted to this, saying ''Is that a
threat?" Later, that same senator made an obscene gesture to the
departing RHSA representatives.
Throughout the evening the meeting was marred by petty· personal
squabbles, name-calling, back-stabbing and profanity. The gallery,
numbering almost 60 people early in the session, was not blameless. A
fair number of catcalls and disruptions surfaced from the rear of the
room. This disturbance was the ostensible reason for Senator R. J.
Laino's motion to move into executive session, yet it appeared from the
hallway outside that decorum was no better, perhaps even worse,
during the closed period.
One senator, who for unknown reasons joined the excluded gallery in
the hallway, clued us in on the senate's behavior behind closed doors.
He said, "It's ridiculous the way they're handling things. It's like the
stock market in there-everyone's haggling. They're at each other's
throats."
One thing should be said in the defense of this senate: they did
manage to formulate two entire budgets. Whether this new plan,
drawn up_ under such extraordinary circumstances as these, will be
approved by the students' vote, remains to be seen. One would only
hope that the students themselves, perhaps now a bit more in the know
about their elected representatives, will find the time to attend future
senate meetings. One thing's for sure: they certainly aren't boring.
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Still, pond inhabitants raped, molested
OH
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I THINK IT ~ IMPI~OVcO TEACHER. 11DRAL£. ''

Letters
Editor:
In response to the pseudo-critique published of the recent production
of The Fantasticks:
Christ had his Judas, Caesar had his Brutus, and apparently the UNM
College of Fine Arts has its Rachel Dixon.

THIS IS
Mfi/..lOW

Some members of the UNM
community aren't ducking their
responsibilities.

IT's IN A BAO

IIOT!./Ne!
WH&R&'s
YOUR 1/fi/11)
AT? "'

PI.ACEi, OAN.
1M INCRfiOI81-Y BUMMf.{)
OfJT!
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One man's meat is another man's poison, and what tastes like
vinegar on one tongue is still sparkling champagne on the tongue who's
taste has been refined. If this play is outdated and out of place in the
1970s, perhaps Ms. Dixon should feel obliged to inform the Sullivan
Street Theatre in New York, where it has been running every night
since it opened there 18 years ago, that it is playing a work that is
undeserving of the praise lavished on it by real critics. And perhaps they
should reduce the eight performances a week now that we'are eight
years into the seventies. While she is at it, the information should be
passed along to Laurence Olivier that Shakespeare is really passe.
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tiJHAT tllafT !XWN, S!i&, IS

. If a boy and girl falling in love is a hackneyed concept, the human
race is doomed unless we all quickly become androgynous. And if one
chooses to be narrow in defining rape, why not be consistent in one's
narrowness and use Merriam-Webster's first definition: a European
herb related to the mustards grown as a forage crop and for 1ts seeds.
The one definition is as close to the meaning of the play as the one
chosen by the critic. What constitutes a classic example of bad casting
by a production staff more than the casting of Ms. Dixon as a critic by
the LOBO?
It takes a certain lack of skill to misconstrue the character of the
world-weary, metaphysical teacher El Gallo as a wicked scoundrel. To
be appreciated, a play must be understood, but our critic, like Aesop's
fox, found the fruit of understanding beyond her reach and merely
trusted that the fruit would have been sour anyway. The only embarrassment we feel is for Ms. dixon, whose review was shallow and
lacking in perception. We highly recommend she be given her own
column, "The Rachel Slur."

Church and state

!·

Mrs. Brown said about 566
graduates have contacted her about
going through the exercises, which
is less than one-fifth of the
graduating student population of
approximately 3,000.
Mrs. Brown emphasized that
above all, attendance for the
graduates is optional. But she said,
if a graduate decides to attend, he
must wear a cap and gown.

UN M .tries to care for ducks

DOONESBURY

by JAMIE COONEY

Pseudo-critique

For all students who graduated
last summer, last semester or who
will graduate next month, commencement exercises will be held on
Sunday, May 14 at 7:30 p.m. in
Johnson Gym.
The exercises are open to all
graduating students who wish to
attend but are asked to limit guests
to the immediate family.
Commencement instructions
have already been sent out and the
graduating students should have
ordered their caps and gowns, as
the deadline has already passed.
Ann Brown, secretary of the
university, has been coordinator of
commencement fo the last five
years. She sid the exercises should
not take longer than an hour and a
half. A reception is to be given by
President and Mrs. William Davis
at their home on the Saturday
before commencement from 3-5
p.m. Secretary of Interior Cecil D.
Anarus will be the guest speaker at

commencement. The students going ~
through commencement will be ~
graduates from all the colleges of 0
the university except for health, 0
law, and business graduates who
will hold their own com- r
mencements. The law school will ~
hold commencement at the ·school 0
May 14 at 2 p.m.: the business ;,.
school has scheduled com- '0...,
mencement for May 13 in Rodey :::.:
Hall at I :30 p.m., and the College ~
of Health Sciences is to hold commencement May 13 in Popejoy' ::l
Hall, but the time has not yet been 00
announced.

7HAT MY LOVER. ANO I /lAO
MY 13X 011:R FOR OJNN13R,

A former UNM student told
campus police recently that one of
the inhabitannts at the duck pond
had a broken leg. He said it was
limping, glassey-eyed, constantly
quacking and was in pain. An
officer checked the pond and didn't
see any ducks with broken legs.
But yesterday morning the injured quacker was found by Mrs.
Edith Johnson, a research
technician in the University architect's office. The state Fish and
Gll-me Dept. was called and the
duck taken away so its broken leg
could heal properly.
Every day the area around the
duck pond is strewn with students
basking in the sun and enjoying the
ducks. Mrs. Johnson also enjoys
the ducks. For the past I V2 years
she has fed the ducks daily before
going to work.

AN/:1 /../K/3, /Ale 6iJT INTO 7HIS
INCI<EIJIBLE HIGH-eNeRGY
RAP ON M&I..UJ/4 Y'KNOW?
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She said it took a while for the
ducks to get used to her, now, she
has them eating out of her hand. In
fact, the;r often waddle over the hill
from the pond to meet her in the
morning.
She feeds them a gourmet meal
of catfood and says they won't
touch bread when they know she's
around.
Mrs. Johnson knows each duck's
idiosyncrasies and has even given
some of them names. There are

WE:I..t.., MY UJVfiR C1J(JJ../JN'T
HANOI.£ 7HE TRIP, ANO &VfiR
S!NC/3, HE5 8E£N lJOtNe A
RJ:Al- ANX!ffl NIJMBfiR oN
M!3, ANO LIKE, W/3 HAVEN'T
Bt:/3N ABlE 70 RBATG 70
fiACH O!HCR ,f'OR, fAJEEkS !

Hansel and Gretl, two anti-social
mallards that swim away when the
other ducks gather for food.
There's Alice, a noisy white duck
that won't eat from her hand and
shakes its head until she throws the
food on the ground.
Babe- and Junior are the only
ducks native to the pond. They
wer~ hatched from an incubator
last summer and roost with the
other young ones on the low end of
the pecking order. The younger
ducks stay away from the older
ones.
Mr~. Johnson's favorite was a
lame duck named Claire, that had
an injury from her foot which had
been frozen to the ice. She started
feeding the ducks when she saw
Claire and another duck that
looked like "it needed some
nutrition." She has taken extra
pains to feed them during breaks.
and vacations when students aren't
around. She says they also eat
goldfish and algae in the pond.

She said the duck's main enemies
are unleashed dogs and emphasized
that people should leash their dogs
around the pond and shouldn't let
them roam at night. Mrs_ Johnson
also said that soft drink can tops get
caught in the duck's beaks and they
can't eat.

Mrs. Johnson said that when
there were less ducks each had its
own territory but now they overlap
because the pond is crowded.

Paul Sherman, manager of
grounds, said that the physical
plant dept. also buys duckfood.
They are fed by the gardner who
tends the duckpond area. Sherman
said last year there were 13. or 14
ducks but a population explosion
has boosted it to 25, some of the
additions coming from "midnight"
donations.
Dr. Paul Liggon, an ornithologst
in the Biology Dept., said the pond
is overcrowded and there are two
males for every female. Now during
the mating season the females are
often raped and their necks bitten
raw.
Liggon said that all the ducks are
domestically
derivecl
·from
mallards. The whites ones are
Peking, a meat duck and the ones
. with the big, fat greenheads are
rouen. The odd-colored ones are
crosses.
Liggon is incubating some eggs
because the ducks have no safe area
to do it themselves. He also stressed
the problem of unleashed dogs.
Barry Cox, director of Campus
Safety, said his department often
receives reports of unleashed dogs
molesting the ducks. An officer is
usually sent out to chase them away
or if he can, catch them and send
them to the animal control shelter.

Cox siad both the ducks and the
dogs are victims. He encourages the
students not to bring their dogs to
school or keep them leashed.

Cox said at night his offic.:'!rs
would call the Humane Society if
they found a duck suffering.
The duck pond was part of the
late UNM vice-president Sherman
Smith's plan to beautify the
campus. It was built on the site of
Yatoka Hall and parking lot. The
pond has been holding water since
January 1976.

You can put the campus
in a mailbox for just $10
per year. That includes
daily mailing of all issues
of the Daily Lobo and
weekly mailings of the
Summer Lobo.

Conceptions
-southwest
UNM's new publication of
creative concepts

will go on sale
Wed., April26
$2.00
in Marron Hall, Rm 105
or on the mall
in front of the SUB

r

Editor:
This letter is in response to the comment of Mr. Lebowitz on April3.
His letter stated no religious organization has the right to speak on
campus, or any other state university. These people are for free speech
as long as it agrees with them.
These same peope are tor the separation of church and state,
meaning the state has the right to tell the church what to do.
Our constitution states that Congress shall make no law infringing on
freedom of religion, though indirectly, it does. While I don't agree with
the church mentioned, I defend their right to believe this way.
I had relatives visiting tne week that Brother Jed Smock was in our
presence. I was totally ashamed I had brought them when I saw the
childish, immature actions students made to this man of God. Rev.
Smock received this treatment because he had stepped on their toes by
telling them their sins.
It was proved, when a student senator tried to have Rev. Smock
removed, that students do not want freedom of speech if it disagrees
with them. I for one, am proud that I was one of the few (courageous)
who supported Brother Jed, and would do the same again.
Whether we agree with him or not, I still defend his right to speak.
For as the Bible says, if Christ be for us, who can be against us?
Lowell Tipton Hulse
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Stella Patton A Natutal

person I am everyday, then I don't
have to worry about anything. I'm
not putting on a. front because it
would be just too much presure,
T~at's like telling a lie. I'm me on
stage. There's no difference.
"And I don't go out there and
say I'm really going to entertain
them either. I hope that when I
leave they can say, 'Well, I had a
visit with Stella.' You know? I want
it to be a visit. And if it's been
pleasant, then that's because I
made it pleasant, not because it was
a big performance or a big jam
sessio'n. I'm not trying to get up
there to show what a fantastic
singer I am or what a fantastic
performer I am."
I also asked how she felt about
the definite shift in country music
over the last few years. "I think it's
really been a big help to counrty
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By ROBERT SPIEGEL
' Stella Parton's show at the
Caravan East last Saturday night
was brief but well-paced,' offering
songs from her two Elektra albums
plus a couple of oldies. Stella is

primarily a concert performer,
us11ally singing in package country
shows. This is evident in her onstage manner which includes stories
and jokes between numbers.
She opened with a warm and
slow version of Don Gibson's "Oh,

. ..'{
Photos by George Gesner

''I'm just me on sto.ge."
81111
Aprll24,26,28
Bill II

Lonesome Me,'? then moved into a
selection of her recent singles such
as "Danger of a Stranger" and the
new "Four Little Letters."
Although the audience was
receptive and Stella was obviously
comfortable on stage, even to the
point of stri~ing poses for the
LOBO photographer, she is accustomed to larger crowds:
Speaking with a Tennessee accent
_ · strongly reminiscent of her sister
Dolly's, Stella· talked in her tour
bus between sets about ihe
problems with playing clubs. "The
bigger the crowd the better I like it,
I'll promise you. You need that
mass out there, that mass of energy
that you get from the audience as
well as the musicians. It's important. And it's real hard. if
they're not receptive. In a club
they're not real receptive. They're
there to dance and to make out with
whoever they're there to make out
with. So it's hard to really get
yourself going in a club. You want
them to enjoy what you're doing,
but you don't really expect them to
pay much attention.
"We have our show more or less
formulated for the concerts. I don't
mind clubs because the attitude is
cheerful, but I don't feel that I'm '
that much of a club performer.
"When I want to say something,
I don't want some guy in the back
of the room talking louder than I'm
talking. But I'm not one of these
performers that's so spoiled from
concerts that I say 'Well, ya can't
dance 'cause I'm doing my show.'
If they want to dance, fine; I don't

care."

AprU 2S1 27 ,29

EXPERIMENTAL THEATRE
(downstairs in the Fine Arts Complex)
tickets-$1.50 ur $1.00(groups of ten or more)
at Fine Arts Box Office 277-4402

mo.e West and

Co.ty Cro.nt

In Lowell Shermo.n's uncut version of

She Done Him Wrong
plus

W.C. Fields In The Dentist

Long before Stella Parton turned
to country music, she traveled as a
gospel singer. Although she included a gospel influenced song on
her last album, she uses very little in
her live show. "We usually put a
gospel song in when we do fairs,·
but we don't dwell on it. When I
was in gospel I did gospel. Now I'm
doing country, so I don't do a lot
of gospel songs. The gospel song on
the new album ("Down to Earth"),
which my whole family sang on, is a
different sound. It's much like the
sound we used to hear at home in
church when we were growing up.
The whole family is singing like we
always sang.
"When I was in gospel I was kind
of sore thumb because I did a
completely different type of thing
than anybody else. They were all
raising their eyebrows because they
didn't know what I might come out
and do next. I think they all held

one of Fields' most tlsque comedies
In this adaptation of her famous stage hit
Diamond lll. mae lords it over a rowdy
Bowery so.loon. Her version of "Where Has
my Eo.s,y Rider Gone?" is often said to ho.ve
done more to bring on the Production Code
tho.n o.n,y other single scene of the time.

So.turdO:y
7:00 o.nd 9:15

of a future live album. "I don't
really care about a live album. I
haven't been thinking, 'l just can't
wait to have a live album.' I've
neve'r been that impressed with any
live albums I've heard. I've never
been that overwhelmed with the
performance or the performer on a
live record. When I want to listen to
a certain singer on the stereo, I
don't care about their laugh or the
audience applause and all that
stuff. I just want to hear the singer
o~ the song.''
·Having spent so many years on
the road I wondered if the ever.
moving 'life was still a stram.
"Sometimes it's a strain if you

don't get your sleep, but with a bus,
we sleep good. So it's not that bad.
If you're having to fly and having
to make connections, that's rough,
and I've done that for five or six
years. But I've got it made now on
this bus. When we finish tonight l
don't have to worry about how I'm
going to get back to the motel; l
just go back and go to sleep."

their breath thinking I might come
out and sing '"Catfish John" or
"Oh,
Lonesome
Me"
or
something."
As well as carrying on a life as a
full time singer, Stella Parton is
also the mother of a nine-year-old
son. I asked if she found it difficult
managing the two roles. "It's just
that I hate to be away from him. I
don't like to leave him for long.
That's.,about the only thing about
the road I don't really like. But I
think he's adjusted well. He doesn't

at The Union
(sub) Theatre
7:00 and 9:15

by JANE QUESNEL

Veteran peformers Edward
Mulhare and Anne Rogers led a
highly professional cast in Tom
Mallow's production of My Fair
Lady Wednesday night in Popejoy
Hall. Playing to a packed and
receptive house, the touring
company garnered a well-deserved
applause at every turn.

by the constant scene-stealing of
talented Ronald Drake as Col.
Pickering.
Mulhare's sneering,
overbearing performance as the
egotistical Henry Higgins was a real
delight, while Miss Rogers
displayed a surprisingly powerful
voice in her charming and sensitive
portrayal of a Cockney flower girl
turned social belle.

Frog Land '22
by Storevich
Felix the Cot in
Felix Woos
Whoopee '27

Rarely are minor principals so
finely cast as in this company.
· Special commendations should go
to Thomas Bowman's boisterous
Edward Mulhare as Prcf.
Higgins and Anne Rogers as Eliza performance as Alfred, P Doolittle
and Kevin Lane Dearinger's youthDoolittle were only overshadowed
fully exuberant and energetic
portrayal of Freddy, as well as the
consumate talents of Marie Paxton
as Mrs. Higgins and Joyce Worsley
as Mrs. Pearce.
With nine scenes in each of the
two acts, scenery was constantly on
the move and the set design here
was both practical and ingenious.
Costuming was lavish, particularly
in the Ascot race scene where the
women were garbed in striking
outfits of black and white while the
men wore suits of pearl gray.

They were after silver and they shuck gold.
Starts Fridoy 12:50-3:00·5: 10·7: 20·9:30

Can 22 ttotel ftoors.,
42 guanb,157 _ . ,
390 hanicades and,
3,000 hyatelicDI fans

keep these kids from.
getting to tho Bt!ati'es7

NOWAY!

Stnrts Friday
C:e1fl ftor Pc.altm.'

'rimes

Under the direction of Albert L.
Fiorillo, Jr., the 13-piece ensemble
came through with all the sound of
a full scale Broadway orchestra,
lending much to the enjoyment of
the evening.
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And, of course, there's that
almost inevitable quesiton: How do
you feel about your situation of
having a famous sister? "Dolly
can't help it because she's successful. I'm glad she's successful;
she deserves to be."

"You need tho.t mo.ss out there."

'Jaws.2' Lacks Bite
Jaws1 I Hank Searls!Bantam Books/193 pgs.!$1,25
By DAN HUMENICK

GdY

1917

7:309:20

USd-

According to the Los Angeles Times, the Howard Sackler and Dorothy
Tristan screenplay for Jaws, which has been novelized by Hank Searls, W;jS
rejected by the film's producers long ago. This means that the book will
bear little resemblance to the film. The question now is: will the book be
worth reading even though it will not prepare the reader's expectations for
the upcoming movie?
The answer is: Of course not. Peter Bench ley's original novel was devoid
of suspense or interest, but readers could tell that submerged in that trash
existed the possibilities for a good thriller. Steve Spielberg supplied more
than that -his film version was a superior audience-manipulation exercise
that sledged-hammered viewers into fits.
Hank Searls' sequel is almost plotless. A pregnant female shark has
made Amity's waters her home. Ravenous, she eats numerous victims who
have managed to forget the shark scare of several years before. Somehow,
the shark's presence is not made known to everybody's hero, Sheriff
Brody, until the last few pages of the book. The bulk of the novel is made
up of the town's attempts to make it into the Bigtime as a Mafia supported
gambling town.
There is no suspense here. This is a dull book. Let's hope the movie's
text is more interesting than the book's.

Kro.zy
Ko.ts

Apda.27

ifoc:KY HORROR
PICTURE SHOW

KRST MIDniGHT FLICK

This Friday Night
In The

lOWlY
STifltl
In 'l'he Student {Tnion

Terr.!:JtOone's
Juggler Of
Our Lady
(narrated by
Boris Karloff)

Uuilding Uasement

The Fantastic Show
and Dance Group

l)l'l)l/IOOlDr !DJJI!DfM

A Free Sunda~ Concert

~

\t(W~\ftol\~
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THE MALL
CJ:NEMA

2268 WYOMING BLVD. N.E. 298-5505

2:00-4:30
7:00·9:30

CLOSE

'ENCOUNTEFf~

The Cultural Program Committee has. sponsored a fine
Popejoy Hall season 1977-78, of
which My Fair Lady was the final
presentation. The Committee could
not have chosen a better event to
wrap up the year than this
beautifully
staged
and
choreographed production.

· A free concert by the New Mexico Symphony Chamber Orchestra will be
held in Woodward Hall on Sunday, April23, at 4 p.m.
Under the baton of NMSO Assistant Conductor Joel Rosenberg, approximately 32 members from the New Mexico Symphony will perform
various works especially written for an orchestra of that size.
The afternoon's program will include Haydn's ~'Clock Symphony,"
Vivaldi's "Bassoon Concerto in C Major" for bassoon, strings and
harpsichord (featuring soloist Martha Beauchamp and Schubert's
"Symphony #3.''

HtU tPD IT l:lt P.ll.
Admission J»riees

J'::::"t

Students $1.00 each
(lVitla I.U., t•tns One Guest)
l•ublie 82.00 eaclt
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'A visit with Stello..'

musical Quite Fair
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max Fleisher's
Superman '41
Bugs Bun n.!:J in
Heckling Hare '41

cont. em p. 7
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Betty Boop in
mrnnle the
moocher '32
and
I'll Be Glad
When You're Dead

really know anything else because
I've been on the road since before
he was born. He adjusts easy to any
situation. It's me that doesn't
adjust well.''
On stage, Stella Parton comes
across absolutely natural. I asked if
there was any conflict between her
stage presence and herself as a
person. "No, because I'm just me
on stage. That's how I want the
people to know me, as just me. If
they like me as just Stella, the

~
._,

Night

Stelle. Po.rton o.t the Co.ro.vo.n Eo.st.

SILVER BEARS

12:30:2:40
4:50
7:00-9:15

music. All these things since, let's
say, '75, the Kenny Rodgers
records, the Olivia Newton John
records; all these things have helped
'Country music grow. The records
are better, production ·wise, performance wise; everything's better
about country music, and that's
good."
I wondered out loud whether
there were any particular people she
was strongly influenced by.
"Nobody'in particular, No, I never
really have been in to any certain
person that much. I like anything
that's good. I like Don Williams'
stuff because of the harmony. And
I always liked Willie Nelson
because of his weird phrasing and
because his voice is so different,
But I can't really say there's been
any person that I've been into that
much."
Since Stella is so at home on
stage, I asked about the possibility

cont. from p. 6
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Jeffreys Jac~ed Up
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.. One Eyed Jack
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sixties, rhythm and blues styles and
mixing them with the soul of the
late sixties, Still, the music has
contemporary feel. ·
One Eyed Jack is a very rich,
multi-textured album which insists
on many listenings. It takes awhile
to get all that Jeffreys is doing on
One Eyed Jack; he's balancing too
many different styles. Apparently
this album. is finally getting Jeffreys
some attention, and none too soon.

Garland Jeffreys
A&M Records SP-4681

a
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By ROBERT SPIEGEL

.!:!

The first few times I heard
Garland Jeffrey's One Eyed Jack, I
thought "it was rather uninteresting,
~Then ext few times I felt it was "not
z"' bad," maybe good, but certainly of
co•
no special interest. The last few
OJ)
"''
times I've heard the record I've
p..
"' fallen in love with it. And Pm still
· not sure exactly why.
The mixture of musical styles
Jeffreys is working with here is
odd, but definitely attractive. All
the songs were written by Jeffreys
with the exception of "No Woman
No Cry," a reggae tune by Vincent
Ford. The Jeffreys songs tend to Five Days from Home
run into each other, but rather than llill Conti
detracting, this seems to help build MCA-2361
the over-all feel of the album. This
By JANE QUESNEL
is strange, yet surprisingly
refreshing, almost chant-like.
Fresh from his success with Sly
Jeffreys' music is basically rhythm
and blues, but that's too easy. He's Stallone's box office smash Rocky,
working with older, · say early Bill Conti has composed another
fine score, this time to the George
Peppard flick Five Days from
Home.

::E"'"

LobosHope
For Cave-in

Conti Reod.Y

To FI.Y N_ow
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Do You Need
Cash?

Earn $15.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Blood
Plasina
.*

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

'

Spting Blooms In Dance

The soundtrack to Rocky
featured singers De Etta Metoyer
and Nelson Pigford. Conti, who
obviously knows a winning
combination when J;le sees one,
engaged these fine ~ocalists once
again for his new work.
"Come With Me Now," as sung
by Nelson Pigford, is the love
theme and should be a strong Oscar
contender for "Song of the Year."
Pigford sings with great sensitivity
and his resonant voice adds much
depth to the music.

Donor Center
8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

..

Photo by James Flshor
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·"This House Has Never Known
Such Love" and "I could With
Your Love" are the other two. vocal
tracks on the album, and both are
polished to perfection and sung
with warmth by the duo.

With fine music such as this
backing it, Five Days From Home,
which co-stars Neville Brand and
introdues Savannah Smith, can't
help but be a box office hit as well
as another jewel in the crown of Bill
Conti.
-
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MUSCULAR
DYSTROPHY

Spring has come and what better
way to welcome it than with
Blooms From Your Local Dance
Greenhouse.
Blooms is the spring collection of
dance pieces choreographed by
UNN dance faculty and performed
by students opening April 2i in
Rodey Theatre.
A diverse program of four
works, Blooms includes ballet and
modern dances choreographed by
Jennifer Predock, Judy Bennahum,
Lorn MacDougal and Lee Conner.
The varied style$ of the dances
will be reflectd in the wide range of
music chosen for this concert.
MacDougal has used a choral
work by French composer Perotin .
"He was one of the first western
composers to work with counterpoint, ,to introduce a second
voice into music after the Georgian
chant," MacDougal said.
Predock's dance will be accompanied by a pre-recorded track
of singing and vocal sounds made
by the dancers. The score was
developed and directed by Gail
Springer, a UNM music graduate.
Both of these dances grew out of
improvisational work.
An ensemble of cello, lute and
baroque flute will play music by the
18th century composer Francois
Couperin in Bennahum's study of
pre-classical dance forms. A backdrop painted in the styleofWatteau
and period costumes of satin and
lace will complete the piece. "These
are dances ~hich wou~d have been
performed m court m the 18th
century... something to entertain

Backpacks
Friday, May 12th
UNM Arena 8 PM
TICKETS 8°0 & 7° 0 RESERVED
s1 oo OFF WiTH VALID UNM ID,

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT: TICKETMASTER
LOCATIONS- THE GENERAL STORES/111-A. Harvard S.E. and 8117 Menaul N.E ... LP. Goodbuy/Eubank
and Candelaria and 3701 Central N.E ... H. Cook S~orting Goods/Winrock Center ... UNM Student Umon,
~
Popejoy Hall at the Candyman/Santa Fe

I
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Production by

:I

Casablanca Concerts

-

Golden Fleece by A.R. Gurney, Jr.,
Lemonade by James Prideaux and
Calm Down Mother by Megan
Terry.

As a sequel to the one-act plays
offered earlier in the semester,
More Acts of Passion will again
include six plays about people.

All shows begin at 8 p.m. in The
Experimental Theatre downstairs in
the Fine Arts Complex.
Ticket_s are $1.50 at the fin;,;y;ts
box oTfice.

The students have been in charge
of all ares of production of these
plays including set, light and
costume design.
In contrast to the previous plays,
all but two of the pieces have also
been directed by students.
The shows on Bill One will be
performed April 24, 26 al)d 28.
They are Where Are You Going
Hollis Jay by Benjamin Bradford,
A Pretty Row of Pretty Ribbons by
Brian Gear and Neighbors by
James Saunders.
Bill Two shows will play April
25, 27 and 29. They include The

-RACKET SPECIAL-

Camp Trails

The women's tl'ack team will
divide up and go north and sout_h
this weekend for two invitationals
in Greeley Colorado and El Paso
Texas.

The women's relay team of Chris meet and the invitatio[lal will be a
Wotten, Peggy. Mallory Cindy Ash- . "breakthrough" for women's
by, and Susan Vigil will compete in sports.
Sandoval said the one mile
the University of Texas, El Paso
medley
relay is on an experimental
relays. Women's track coach Tony
Sandoval oaid the UTEP tour- basis. "If there is a good response
riaipent is traditionally an all-men's this year then we hope to get a full
slate of women's events in the
future," Sandoval said.
The Lobos will be racing against
Arizona State, UTEP, New Mexico
STate University· and Texan
Women's University.
In Greeley Colorado, the annual

Lobo quarterbacks will be able to
call their own plays next season,
said UNM head football coach Bill
Mondt.
Quarterbacks are meeting with
the coaches to go over plays three
times a week. They will also be
learning how to recognize defenses.

Buy a frame and we will
string it with quality
nylon for $5.00.

SPEEOO?
A Speedo suit's a nice
snug place to be, for
swimming, sunning and
sporting all day. In dazzling
prints and slimming styles
that free and firm you
with light, skin-tight Lycra
or Nylon.
Come lo our place
and find your own
summer place. In a
Speedo suit.

Betts Burns
Atlanta's Buniing Down
Dickey Betts and Great Southern
Arista AB 4168
By PETER RICKER
Dickey Betts has brought his
solo performance to the forefront
of Southern rock, with that unmistakable sliding guitar work
which sets him aside as one of the
greatest. I only question these
mediocre efforts of these truly fine
artists.
Anybody who still sings of the
Civil War and General Lee must be
a left over from days gone-by.
Atlanta's still burning on his latest
album, with the hottest flames
coming from his guitar work.
Mellow yellow and orange flames
seem to glisten from his guitar
strings to form some blazing solos
which keep reminding me of days
gone-by.
On some albums it is easy to
select favorite cuts, but on this
album not one single cut stands out,
only that persistent driving, gliding,
sliding guitar work. The true sign of
a superstar is to realize the strong
points and utilize them to the utmost. The producers of this album
have obviously recognized these
strong points, and centered the
mixing around this masterful
musician.
Great Southern seem to back up
Dickey Betts very well but is difficult to select a certain trademark
that sets them apart from the rest.

~
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shows that the coaches have more
confidence in us."
Mondt said, "It's not that
complicated to run the offense.''
"I'm sure we have some quarterbacks who can call the game
well,'.' he said.

Mondt said, "It's good for the
quarterback to call the plays,
because he has the feeling for
what's going on out in the field,
and a feeling for the players."

•
Kathy Marpe
Womens Basketball Coach

·University of Colorado Invitational
will be held with a full slate of
events.
More than seven Lobo women
will be competing in the two day
regional meet, including Virginia
Middleton running the 800 meter
and Janet Woblewski running the
1500-meter.
Sandoval said the women are
pretty much in shape and he can tell
"the kids are getting psyched up for
the regionals."
The AlA W Regionals will be held
in Tempe, Arizona, May 12-13.

Coach Mondt Says:
QB's To Call Own Plays

The dance concert will run April
21, 22, 27, 28 and 29 at 2:30 p.m.
Admission is $3 for te general
public and $1.50 to UNM students.
Tickets are available at the Fine
ARts Box Office.

More passion is in store from the
Sophomore Theatre students with
their second set of one-act plays to
be perfor~ed next week in the
Experimental Theatre.

DLIIPIC SPORTS ~~~ci~ 0 8~7L67~G~TuoENT
~tnni~

members P.redock, MacDougal and
Connor.

By GAIL ROSENBLUM

more Possion PIO.YS
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the king,'' she said.
The UNM Chamber Orchestra
will be on hand to accompany
Connor's dance set to Bach's
"Fifth Brandenburg Concerto."
"I've been in love with this concerto for 15 years," Connor said.
The second movement of his dance
will be performed by faculty

The New Mexico Baseball team
take its 0-6 conference record into
battle today against the UTEP
Miners in the Albuquerque Sports
Stadium.
The Friday afternoon game will
be played at 2 with the SAturday
games scheduled at I p.m.
The Miners, 1-5 in conferences
are fresh off of a win over
nationally ranked Arizona. The
Wildcats swept the three-game
series when they played the Lobos
at the Albuquerque Sports
Stadium.
The Miners all-conference
centerfielder Bob Alsup has been
given a chance on the mound as
well and has responded with an
ERA of 0.00 in 14 innings. Alsup is
also batting 365.
First baseman Dan Feagler leads
UTEP's hitting attack with an
average of .366.

NMSU Comes To Town

Lobo Pitcher Nancy Campbell tries out her bat swing.

For Women's Basketball

Recruiting Good
The world of college basketball recruiting is often la~eled a j~ngle.
.
But for' UNM's head coach Kathy Marpe and assistant R1ck Hardm,
things haven't been so bad.
. .
Two women over six feet tall will be joinging the Lobo ranks grvmg the
Lobos three women over six feet next year.
The women, twins Dee and Debbie Weinreis hail from Marpe's home
state of Minnesota.
Marpe said, "I had been watching them for a couple of years and got
them to come down. They caught a few rays and that pretty much sold

Brad Wright, last season's freshman signal-caller, said, "It's going
to be beneficial to us. It'll give us
more confidence in ourselves, and it

Bill Mondt

GARLAND JEFFREYS
ONE-EYED JACK
·•.

..

them."
· · · th e campus
Another prospect, Roswell's Rhonda Farley, WI'II b e VISiting
this weekend.
.
· · · th
The biggest problem Coach Hardin sees wtth women recrmtmg IS a 1
"We're not allowed to go to the players' homes and m~et the parents. We
can talk to them if we run into them on the street. or 1f they come to our
campus at their expense. If I were a parent, I would want to meet the
coach."
"f.,.,me of the rules are good,'' Hardin said, "There are some coaches
wh<:~ ..Ni\1 go and sit on a kid's doorstep."
.
..
UNM is not in a position where they have to do extens1ve recrmtmg as
they have lost only three women. One of them, Patty Howell was a start~r:
"But we've got to plan ahead," he said, "In a couple of years Jeame
(Rostermondt), Kelly (Sparr), and "Fish,'' (Cindy F1scher) all of them
guards, graduate at the same time,''

..
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Student Activities A
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Presents

VIDEO TAPES
The New Army
April 24-30
10-3 pm Dnlly
In mesa Lounge In The

t.U. Cormtt Of The Sub

Actou From Ptontol

A~ ASUHffi/Stud•nt Rc:tiYitl•s Pt(lductlon

Available at both L.P. Goodbuy locations

Tapes and LPs

1

3701 Central NE·Eastbank Center (Eubank and Candelaria)

7.98
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Illness and InJUries Plague Lobo Harriers
ByRAYGLASS

leg in the distance medley relay
while Romero runs a leg of the two
Sickness and injuries may fon;e mile relay. The Lobos won both
the UNM' track team to alter .their those races along with the outstrategy and enter weaker relay standing team award. two weeks ag0
teams today and Saturday at the at the Texas relays and won the two
Kansas Relays in Norman, mile relay at last year's Kansas
Oklahoma.
Relays.
A number of tracksters are sick
But without these two athletes,
~ith the flu, colds. and fatigue,
and with other runners not up to
picked up when they returned from par, the Wolfpack wm have trouble
Texas two weeks ago, ~aid track defending their titles, said
coach Bill Silverberg.
Silverberg.
"Sammy Kipkurgat isn't feeling
"If they don't go we won't have
well and is questionable about even our strongest teams. Each of the
going," he said. ~'And Mark guys will run one race and we'll
Romero is sick and might not go.''
take our chances. But we'll be very
Kipkurgat runs the 1600 meter questionable about defending the

Last Tourney For Golfers
The Lobo golfers play their last showcase for strong area teams.-·
tournament of the season this weekend before going to El Paso for the
WAC championships May 4-6.
The golfers play 36 holes on
Friday
and 18 on Saturday to
They travel to Provo, Utah to
compete in the Cougar Classic, a decide the Classic winner.

..

Covered

.WP"agon

Makers of Hond Made
Indian Jewelrr
OLD·fOWN

titles," he said.
Lobo hurdler FatWell Kimiayo is
still banged up following a fall from
Kipkurgat's Moped and won't run
the 400 meter intermediate hurdles,
Silverberg said. He still will
compete in the 110-meter high
hurdles and on the 400 meter relay
team.
All the Southwest Conference
teams, Kansas, Nebraska, Kansas
State and Colorado from the Big
Eight and UTEP will compete with
the Lobos in.J;he three day met,
The Kansas Relays, combined
with the Texas and Drake Relays,
make up the biggest relay meets in
the Midwest. Competition in these
three meets leads to the crowning of
a National Relays champion team,
an honor Silverberg would like to
capture.
The Kansas stadium is being
remodeled; hence, the meet is in
Oklahoma.

''BACK WHEN I WAS IN SCHOOL, I COULD'VE
USED ALESS FILLING BEER. ON WEEKDAYS
I CARRIED 21 CREDITS. ON WEEKENDS I
CARRIED .DEFENSIVE TACKLES, LINEBACKERS
· AND WEAK STRONG SAFOIES!'

Matt Snell
Former All-Pro Fullback

Photo byW.T. Hunt

The Lobos will be trying to patch together a team for this
weekend.

IM In The
Summertime

Coach Dwaine Knight is intent
on finishing ahead of Weber State,
the team they may have to edge out
to make the NCAA tournament as
an at-large ream, should they fail to
win the WAC.

United Campus Ministry
A Progressive Christian Fellowship To Give You New Power

Students and Faculty
Come to our OPEN HOUSE
cSunday, 23rd
2: 00-5 : OOp. m.
At the United Ministry Center
We've just built a Solar Greenhouse!
Lots of fun and refreshments!
1801 Las Lomas NE 247-0497
Pos{tive, Joyful and Christian

,.

Save up

to SO%
on select group of

Big name brands

JVC

(~YAMAHA

·

~;;;:c~~
G~ADC

turntables • recievers
cassette decks • amps
tuners • cartridges
speakers
3011 Monte Vista NE·
Just east of Central & Girard,
nearUNM

•

255-1694
,,

Between October and April, 22 professional basketball team~ go at each
other like street brawlers, dunk referees through the hoops, bounce
coaches arounc;l and somehow find 12 teams left for the play-off to
determine which team should wear the crown proclaiming basketball
majesty.
.
After 82 games you would think that the NBA could eliminate more than
just eleven teams. As it stands now, a team may have to play as many as 24
as few as 14 play-off games to win the championship.
Golden State, the last place team in the Pacific Division came within one
game of going to the play-offs. If they would have made them, it would not
have been a question of how good a team the Warriors were, but rather
how poor the other teams in the other divisions are.
The NBA could be improved by a play-off system which grants the four
division winners automatic post-season spots (as it is done now), then pick
the best two teams in each of the two conferences instead of four. The
quarter-final round could be a best of five series, with the semi-finals and
the finals a best of seven.
With more than half of the league making the play-offs, it does nothing
more than prolong the season and takes away any real prestige that making
a professional sport post-season tournament can offer, both mentally and
financially, to the teams.
But now that the NBA has reached the quarter-final stages of its playoffs (and also because I now have my own column) I have decided to spout
out my predictions.
In the East: San Antonio, the league's leading charity toss leader, fell
apart at the line against Washington and lost. But you can keep sharpmoving Larry Kenon and George "Iceman" Gervin slowed down only
briefly before they explode. So look for the Spurs to advance.
Also advancing will be the Philadelphia 76ers. This series should be no
trick to predict as the Knickerbockers just don't have the horses to pull an
upsel.
When San Antonio and Philadelphia tangle, the nets will be smokin'.
The Spurs, who have never been credited with playing the league's best
defense, and the.Sixers, who everybody knows, are not trigger shy when it
comes to putting the ball up, should play some classic games. But
Philadelphia is deep, and may have an occassion to play together as a
team. It looks like Philly in six.
In the West: Milwaukee, whose kids are barely out of their diapers for
the most part, aren't going to be able to handle Denver and a presumably
happy David Thompson. Thompson went out and celebrated this new $4
million, multi-year contract by flashing for 27 points against the Bucks.
Portland may still be recovering from injuries to key men, but they
shouldn't let a team With not-near the talent beat them. Seattle does have
three fine guards, Gus Williams, Dennis Johnson and Fred Brown, but
Portland can easily counter them with Lionel Hollins, Dave Twardzik and
J ohny Davis.
If things go as I expect, Denver will be playing Portland. If this becomes
the case, the health of Trail Blazers Bill Walton and Maurice Lucas will
decide the series. Denver center Dan Issei can score, but there is still a
question mark about his defensive ability. But the Nuggets, complete with
the defensive genius of Bobby Jones and the offensive brilliance
Thompson, should be able to overcome this year's best team in the NBA,
because of the untimely injuries to the Trail Blazers big men.
And finally, we get to the finals with Denver playing Philadelphia.
Denver, the.team which "can't win the big ones" versus the Sixers, the
team that always comes across as individuals rather than a team. Television
will love the moves of Dr. Julius Erving and the golden boy David
Thompson. Inside collisions between Issei, Caldwell Jones, George
McGinnis, Jones and the "Baby Gorilla" Dawkins.
It will be a series where each team goes at each other like street brawlers,
dunk referees through hoops and somehow one team will survive t.o claim
the crown.
And when the pounding and the dunking and the dazzling moves to the
basket are over, Philadelphia will wear the crown. Whether or not they will
claim it as a team or as a show with II individual parts which came
together in the end, remains to be seen.

For the first time, the UNM
Intramural program will be offering a schedule of activities in the
summer for all students, faculty
and staff.
Basketball, tennis singles, co-ree
volleyball, softball, racquetball
singles and co-ree tennis will be the
activities offered.
The entries for men's and
women's basketball teams are due
at noon on Friday, June 16th at the
managers meeting. Tennis singles
entries are due Tuesday, June 20.
Co-ree volleyball and softball
entries are due at the managers
meeting Thursday, July II and coree tennis entries are due bv
Tuesday July 18.
·
All managers meetings will be in
room 230 of Johnson Gym. For
more information on. these new
actlVlUes please call 277-5151.
Remember the intramural program
is open to all men and women
students, faculty and staff of the
university.
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Tracksters

Will
Divide

By GAIL ROSENBLUM

The women's track team will
divide up and go north and south
this weekend for two invitationals
in Greeley Colorado and El Paso
Texas.
The women's relay team of Chris
Wotten, Peggy Mallory Cindy Ashby, and Susan Vigil will compete in
the University of Texas, El Paso
relays. Women's track coach Tony
Sandoval said the UTEP tournament is traditionally an all-men's
meet and the invitational will be a
·"breakthrough" for women's
sports.
Sandoval said the one mile
medley relay is on an experimental
basis. "If there is a good response
this year then we hope to get a full
slate of women's events in the
future,'' Sandoval said.
The Lobos will be racing against
Arizona State, UTEP, New Mexico
STate University and Texas
Women's University._
In Greeley Colorado, the annual
University of Colorado Invitational
will be held with a full slate of
events.
More than seven Lobo women
will be competing in the two day
regional meet, including Virginia
Middleton running the 800 meter
and Janet Woblewski running the
1500-meter.
Sandoval said the women are
pretty much in shape and he cart tell
"the kids are getting psyched up for
the regionals."
The AlA W Regionals will be held
in Tempe, Arizona, May I 2-13.

.MILLER.

ALWAYS WANTED

'AND. tESS.

@1978 Mmer Brewing Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
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Claaalfteda
C las silled Advertising • Is
located in Marron Hall, Rm~ 105.
Open 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.
Rates are: to run an ad 4 days or
less costs 15 cents a word per
day; an ad placed 5 days or
more consecutively costs 9
cents a word per day. ·
NOON is the deadline to place
an ad in.next day.

1: PERSONALS
SHE WON'T ACCEPT your calls or· open your
)etters--but she'll hear rrom you iryou say it here,
04/28
ONLY 5 MORE issues of the Daily LOBO, so get
your classified ads in today! Deadline is noon for the
next day's paper. Stop by Marron Hall, Room 105 to
place your ad.
04/28
CONTACTS??? POLISHINO & SOLUTIONS.
Casey Optical Company. 255·8736
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contraception, sterilization, abortion, Right to Choose,
294-0171.
04/28
GENERAL CINEMA CORP. discount movie tickets
now available, SUB Box Ofl'icc, $2.!i0.
tfn
CONCEPTIONS-SOUTHWEST COMING soon!

;'

1fn

•

/-~
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PERRY'S PIZZA, DEEP DISH Pizza by the slice
and pan. WE DE:UVER. Call 843-9750. (Across
from UNM).
04/21
NEW ARRIVALS: CELESTIAL teas (great for ice
tea)··Bongs (20 per cent off), tobacco pipes {up to 40
percent off)··dgarette lighters (20 per cent orf).
Transparent window decals (rainbows). All at Pipe &
Tobacco Road, 1078 Cornell SE, M·F 8·6.
04/28
ANNOUNCINO, W.O. OANZERLA designer of
contemporary gold & silver jewelry, now located at
Pipe& Tobacco Road, l078Cornell SE, 268·7578.
04/21
SUMMER FILM PRODUCTION WORKSHOP: A
non-academic introduction to the Art of Filmmaking
taught by a working filmmaker. Gary Doberman,
266--0863, afternoons.
04/28
PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIASTS, STUDENTS!
E>:pen custom black·and-white processing, printing.
Fine-grain or push·proce!ising or film. Contact sheets
or custom proors. High quality enlargements,
mounling, etc. Best work in Albuquerque, reasonable
prices. Advice ir asked. A-Photographer, 265·2444,
1717 Girard Blvd. NE.
04/28
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, ID photos. Lowest
prices in town. Fast, pleasing. Cal1265-2444 or come
to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. A·PhotograptJer.
04128
HI LEONARD.
04/24
INVOLVED? CAMPUS VOLUNTEERS wanted for
campaign work with ••People ror Pete Domenici."
Call268-2476.
04/28
REPAIR YOUR BICYCLE with our tools and
stand!i. Instruction available. Albuquerque Bike Coop, 106 Girard SE. Room 117, 265·5 170.
04!28
STAMP COLLECTORS, FREE Stamp Show, Hill on
lnn 1 April21 ,22,23.
04/21
CLASSICAL. OUITAR LESSONS. Segovia melhod.
Beginner~ welcome. Ncar UNM. 266-9291.
04/26
1 'DON'T BE Sl GLUM Chum. See THE WAGER
tonight,"
04/21
FEMALE IS A SEXIST Term.
04121
Ml SWAN GOT HER job through the NM Daily
LOBO.
04/21
GOING HOME fOR the summer? Is thercn General
Cinema theater in your town? Why not pkk up some
dio;count movie tickets? l'hey're good at any G.C,
theater in the U.S. ror up to I yr. $2.50 at the SUB
Box OHicc.
tfn
AGORA IS SPONSORING a talk by Psychiatrist
Dan Dansak, Phyc;ician for the mind, man for the
~oul, on death and dying April 26, 1978, 7:30pm,
Biology 100.
04125
LOOK NOWHERE ELSE for personal ~crvice. Free
ID engra,..ing. Free o;afety inspection. Low prices,
too! Water boUle with mount: only SI.7S. Nylon
backpacks: $1.00 off. Expert repairs. Richmond
BicydcSupply, 2M-Hill K.-vm
04/26

I
r

PROSPECTIVE GRADUATE STUDENTS: Pearl
SpcarYGray or Oregon State University will be on
~ampus rrom 3·.5 pm Monday, April 24 to interview
students interested in graduate study. Oregon State
Univcr$ity offers excellcnl graduate study programs.
Contact George L. Sandoval, Department or
Financial Aid and Career Information. Mesa Vista
Hall South, for further information.
04/24
FREDDIE LAKER JR. Who Is Mary Schwering? 1
am jealous. Your secret admirer.
04/21
HUBBARD TESTING CENTER orrers Free Per·
sonalily and J.Q, 'resting and Evah.Jaiions. Church of
Scientology, 2712 Carlisle NE. 265·9544.
04/28
EVER WANTED TO RIDE in a wf'leelchalr? Come
to DOC's Spring Awareness Carnival on Monday
April 24 on the mall. Wheelchair races, obsiacle
cour.~es, and timed events for non-disabled Persons.
Challenge your friends--enemies. Prizes, publicity,
and special Sl S cash award.
04/24
JEFFREY M., HEY YOU wild and crazy guy, when I
remembered it was your birthday, I thought I was
goilna die. Happy 2Jrd. Lee.
04/21
SUSAN "DOLLY PARTON" DcveneaU···are those
for real? Only your snake knows ror sure!
04121
HAPPY 23RD ROCKY H, arid Renee C. Signed F·NF.
04/21

WHAT REALLY Uut:, UN at tnose Lemonaae
Stands? Sec "More Acts of Passion," Bill II. April
2~,27,29, UNM'.s Experimental Theatre.
04/21
LIVE JAZZ AT NED'S through the Happy
Hm1r ... every Friday from 5:30 to7:30.
04/21

2.

LOST & FOUND

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps, Onega 233,
277·S907.
ss
LOST: BLACK CARD case with UNM tO's, military
!D's, and other miscellane-ous cards. Need
desperately. No questions asked, Jane Quesnel, 243·
2368,
04/21
FOUND: MALE GOLDEN Retriever on campus.
Call277-3256 or 268·5279, ask for Meave,
04/24
FOUND: LADIES WATCH, Westclox, Found near
Grand & University. Call 766.7636, ask for Lenora.
04/21
LOST: Tl SR·40 Calculator. Reward. Call Eric, 2680295.
04125
NECKLACE OF SMALL sandalwood beads,
tigereye heart, lost at Johnson Gym. Reward! Jan,
242-6194.
04/21

3.

SERVICES

LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now.
Call PENM 842-5200.
lfn
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
scholastic. Charts & tables. 345-2125.
04/29
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
now 3·minute Passport Photos. No appointment.
268-8515.
lfn
TYP!NO 1ST QUALITY. 883-7787.
lfn
ROTOTILL! NO BY APPOINTMENT. Oroup rales
available. Call Tim, 268-6510.
04128
ACCURATE TYPINO BY professional, 242-2266.
04/21
SUMMER STORAGE FOR your goods. Bring this
ad ror special S9.38 per monthS X 7 Unit. 242·1100,
U·Stor~Jt Corp.
04/25
EDITORIAL SERVICE AND writing assistance.
265-1164.
04/25
GET YOUR TYPEWRITER repaired now al
Discount Prices. 881-4213.
04128
SUPER TUNE-UPS, SIO. You buy parts. Bob, 2654054, 265-3225.
04/21
BICYCLES!!! BEFORE YOU buy a bicycle, check
out our prices & quality at The Bike Shop. 811 Yale
04/24
SE, 842-9100. .
TYPINO, TRANSCRIBIN0--296-3138 afler 3:00.
04/28
BICYCLES!!! PREPARE FOR the Rio Grande
Valley Tour. This week's repair special is a must!!
For ddails, The Bike Shop, 842·9100.
04/24
TYPINO 243-5117.
04128
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM Sclec1ric.
Guaranteed accuracy, Reasonable rates. 298-7147.
04/26

4.

HOUSING

:1

ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED apartment. Good
clean quiet place, $\25 plus, u;ilities, no pets, no kids.
883-8155.
04/21

pr. San Georgia Boots, Size 10, All $60, 214 Cornell
SE, nights.
, 04/24
TRIU~PH 750, '73, Excellent mechanical condition.
Fast!!! Best offer,266-l560.
04/24

FALL SEMESTER: CANTERBURY Co-op, small
co-ed residence near campus, J meals daily, single &
double rooms. 247-2515.
04/21

6.

2-BDRM, DEN, HOUSE w/FP, large y&~rd, freshly
decorated, Real nice! Near UNM/Dascs, $325/mo.,
$125 DO. 3825 Anderson SE. Call 256-9013 for
04/24
exclusive showing.
ROOMMATE WANTED BY May I. $145 includes

utilities. Looking for responsible, neat female to
share rn}' house, Carole, 262-0506.
04/24
ROOMMATE WANTED MA't' lhrough AuguSl.
$75.00 monlhly. Call266-9222.
04/25
FOR SUMMER: RESPONSIBLE and e"-perienced
child-care help fOr 5 El.IJd 10 year old' ~fter 3:00 pm
and some evenings in exchang~ for room and board,
Basement apr, separate entrance, close to University.
Car nece5sary, personal and work references
. required. Call Landau's after 8 pm, 23S·2635. 04/28
WANTED··CLBAN, QUIET person to share housej
partially furnished; front (\nd bacl( yard; garage;
washing machine. 2 blocks from Medical and Law
Schools, Call255-5735.
04128
2-BDRM HOUSE, Pool, fifeplace, spa. Sf'lare with
single lady. $100 utilities pa1d. Come over afternoons
and evenings, 2718 San Diego SE.
04125
2·BDRM HOUSE to sublet May IS·Allg. 15,
1225/mo, 266-8833,
lfn
f'EMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share large5
BR home, $70. 247-9193.
04/21
COTIAGE AVAILABLE JUNE 1. Close to campus,
Peaceful environment for responsible person. $150
plus utilities. No Dogs. 266·1776, mornings,
04/28
EFFICIENCY. 1\XJ8 SILVER SE. Available May 1.
Call265-2860.
04/27

5

FOR SALE

-·-------------WOULDN'T YOU AND YOUR Family sleep better
ir your_ home or apartment was protected from fire?
Brand new Vulcan smoke and heat detectors plus
burglar alarm. Selr~charging battery. Life-time
guarantee. Valucri at $360, asking $190 or good orrer.
MUST SELL. Call 883·8644 eves from 1·9 pm and
weekends.
trn
OUTSTANDINO PRICES ON Maxell C-90 blank
casseues! UD: $3,2S. UDXL: $4. Minimum 6.
Fircny, 256·1495.
·04/28
DEPENDABLE. MANUAL TYPEWRITER for
sale. S30. Call883·8644 eves from 1·9 and weekends.
tfn
SPRING CLEARANCE -SALE on bicycles and
accessories to make room for a new shipment of
Raleigh b_icycles. R.C. Hallett's, 843-9378,
04/21
FOR BSA FREAKS: 650cc Thunderbunder in likenew condition. S I,250 or good ofrer. 843-9378. 04/21
1964 VOLKSWAOEN. MUST sell, $300. 277-4795.
04/21
NAZI OFFICERS HELMET-·Rommcl's Arrika
Korps. Mint condition. Muse sell. Asking 5150. 243·
2368.
04128
MAONOVOX RECORD PLAYER/SPEAKERS
$7'). Good condition. Call299-9044 evenings. 04121

.•••••••••••••
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BRITRAIL PASSES, EURAIL passes, and
European summer event schedules available at
Intercontinental Travel Centre, 107 Girard SE, 2556830,
04/21

8.

EMPLOYMENT

OVERSEAS JQBS--Sl:.IMMER/YeaHound, Europe,

MISCELLANEOUS

SINGER FUTURA Top.of-thc-line, Slightly used but
still under' warranty.- Push button bobbin·winder,
blind ltems, has hundreds pf ra,11cy stitches. Regularly
$800, now $150 cash. 296·5115,
04/25
NOW IS THE TIME to open your summer business
in Downtown AlbuQuerQUe. St<'!Tt weekends or nonclass days for $7 ,00. When you're ready, the rent ·is
$100.00/month/stall, Studios and orrices also
available: $15, $50, $60, $125, $200 month.
DOWNTOWN BAZAAR, Rosenwald Building.
Fourth and Central, 242·6166, 298-6046.
04/21
SELF'·HYPNOSIS WORKSHOP, Saturday April22,
10·4 and Sunday April l3, 1-4, at the Open Mind
Bookstore, Students $20,1XJ. Phone 262·0066. 04/21
CUSTOM DESIONED ENGAOEMENT and
Wedding rings, jewelry for all occasions. 344-6470
afier6 pm. Gary Abeyta.
04/24

S. America, Australia, Asia, etc. All _fields, $SOD·
$1200 monthly, expenses paid, sightseeing. Free
informationu\Vrite: BHP Co., Box 4490, Dept. NB,
Berkely, Ca, 94704.
04/28
NEED MONEY? WE need you. 15 hrs. per week,
3.50/hr. Call294-2064.
04125
RESPONSIBLE PERSON FOR relief manager u.
Stor-lt Corp. Weekends plus, Record keepfng
required, For appointment cali266·8S80.
04/25
$180 WEEKLY MAILINO CIRCULARS! S1ar1
Immediately. Free de!ails. Hunter, 1344A Balboa,
San Francisco, CA. 94118.
04/21

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT, WE need students for
positions as: sales clerks, cashiers, gas auendants,
cooks and counter personnel. Work 4 dpys and have4
days off, $2,65/hr. plus commissioo. Apply MondayFriday 10·4 or SaturdayS· II at 136 Louisiana NE.
•'
04/28
.PART·TIME JOB GRADUATE students only.
Afterno'ons and evenings. Mu~t be able to work
Friday and Saturday nights, Must be 21 yrs. old,
Apply in person, no phone calls please. Save·Way
Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, 5516 Menaul NE.
04/28

. . . . . . , ,COPIES -·
_Overnight

I'OlJNSEI ORS NREO~P FOR Co-ed YWCA
Summer Day Camp. Men/Women. Must like
working with children and being in outdoors. 247·
8841.
04/27

·7.

-~¥2~

. __;_______

4csameday

TRAVEL

KINKO'S

oi!JR CHARTERS MAKE cents. Intercontinental
Travel Centre, 107 Girard SE. 265~9860,
04!21

' 2312 Cent. SE 268-8515

RIDES AND RIDER-S available at lptercontinental
Travel Centre. Share gas and driving. 107 Girard SE,
265-9860.
04121

New Mexico Daily Lobo

Summer Edition

TDDAY'S CBDSSIDRD PUZZLB

PEUGEOT BICYCLES SALES, service, accessories,
10-specd tune·UP $8.00. JJ Moped, 3222 Central SE,
268-3949.
04/28
1963 vw BUG. Good, economical in~town car. $325,
256-7705.
04/21
Tl 58 CALCULATOR. Like new. $90.00, Call John
at277·5988 artcr9 pm.
tfn
"FOR SALE, THE WAOER, only$2.SO,April21 to
May7.''
04/21
1972 VOLVO WAGON, new automatic trans., AC,
59,000 miles, AM/FM 1 new tireS; clean. $3300. 883·
0253.
04/24
1972 HONDA CL3SO, GOOD condition, $475.00.
Call266·5l02 or 266-8320.
04/24
'74 TRIUMPH TR-6, $3400. 243-4601,
04/24

..-".~
~\,,
-:JJ.J-1\ope~
'

3222 Central SE-268·394"9

We Now Carry Peugeot Bicycles
Complete
ce-Accessories
B cl
Scooters

UNMPRESS

SPRING

BOOK
SALE
Days Only

Monday, May 1
Tuesday, May 2

ACROSS
Room to
swing---5 Dominated
9 Flower part
14 Shin growth
t 5 O.T. book
16 Vibrant
17 Two mated
animals
18 Cardinal
number
19 Yields
20 Bird
22 Kitchen implements
23 Gr. princess: Myth.
24 U.S. president
25 Leap about
28 Very cruel
32 Of legal age
33 Singer Yma

The 148 reserved "prestige" pay $1 per day to park.
Davis said he would like to secretarial and clerical staff salaries
spaces will c~c:' patrons $250 next
Those lots controlled by BCMC ·recommend to the Board of and their counterparts in state
year, up from $150.
will continue under present con- Educational Finance that tuition
Dormitory
students
were ditions but the regents rejected any rates for the sutnmer session be set government and the public schools.
exempted from paying fees after future charges to volunteers or the same for residents and non- Davis asked for discussion in equid
funding for women's athletics.
petitions were submitted to the patients.
residents to produce a "much more
--The regents approved:
Regents in the student residents'
The regents' decisions were based economical session"and to be
--preliminary
designs for the $4,7
favor~
on recommendations made by a competitive with other states which million solar headed mechanical
The increased revenues are to parking subcommittee of the have done it.
. engineering building and the
finance paving the free parking lots Campus Planning Committee
--Davis also said the BEC should $135,000 ~olar College of
and to establish drive-up parking formed to evaluate the parking- be asked to provide some financial
Architecture addition.
information booths to improve transportation situation.
relief for the library and that the · --a lease change for Winrock
public relations.
In other action: ·
finance board be asked to consider Village Apartments which will soon
Campus visitors will continue to
--UNM President William E. the disparity between UNM be sold as townhouses, to net the
University $45,000 annually with a
15 per cent escalation factor for 68
years.
--negotiations·· for the sale of
University land in the northeast
This
Daily
heights
for a water well site.
LOB~on for the spring
--a request to tile BEF for
semester.
$21,000 to supplement the transport program for infants needing
Monday, April 24, 1978
special care at BCMC.

DAILY

LO

Cash in advance

MICHELIN TIRES ALL under $S. Bicycle pans and
accessories at low prices. Expert bicycle repair.
Albuquerque Bike Co-op, 106 Girard SE, Room 117,
265·5 170.
04128
SUZUKI GT 350, 1%9. 9000 miles. Windshield,
bags, Excellent condition, !400. After S pm 344-2762.
04127
1966 VW FOR SALE. Good engine. New tires. $500.
afternoons, 268~2756 evenings,
04/26

The UNM Regents Friday ap~
proved a proposal to hike student
and faculty parking fees in order to
improve and pave lots that are now
free.
Eventually, anyone who parks at
UNM ecxept dormitory students
will have to pay.
Student fees- will be hiked $9
from $27 to $36. Faculty fees will
still be on a graduated scale, but
will increase from $39 to $78 at
present, to $52 to $96 beginning in
August.

substances
46 Garment
49 Down-toearth people
53 Whole
quantity
54· Condition of
poverty
55 And others:
2 words
56 Cream of
the crop
57 Freedom
from worry
58 Frances
Burnett
heroine
59 Official
document
60 E. German
river
61 Men of----:
USC's
athletes
DOWN
1 Elect. units
34 Domesday
Book money 2 Garment
35 Be deprived 3 Hussein's
of
3rdwlfe
36 More wan
4 Very bad
37 Knock
5 Second cup
38 Previous lo
of coffee
39 Speaks
6 Oxygen
40 Poem diviform
sion
7 Narcotic
41 Goods and
8 Aural sensitivity
43 California
9 "P" of
11
mountain
PST"
44 N.T. book
10 Picks out
45 Semisolid
11 Ebb, lor- one

.
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Students participate in travel shf!
recreation class learns tourism marketing

UNM P.O. Box 20, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 8 7131

881~1832

....

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Terms

M regents hike parking fees

New Mexico

No Minimum

'72 DATSUN FASTBACK. Top condition. New
tires, batterY, clutch. $1250 or best ofrer. Must sell.
Call88 1·6852 after 5 pm.
04/21

STUQENTS! ENORMOUS 4 bedroom house,
minutes to UNM, kids, pets, $ISO. 262-1751, Valley
Rentals, $30 fee.
04/21
BIKE TO CLASS. rully carpeted 2 bedroom, kids,
pets $11.'i. 262·1151 1 Valley Rentals, $30 ree~
04121
BEAT THIS 1 bedroom, cottage, appliances, $35, no
lease. Call262~1751, Valley Rentals, S30 ree. 04121

Watch
for our
Big Ad
in the
Daily
Lobo

.'

SKIIS CHEAP I J)r, Fischer, I pr. Hart, like new. I

04128

WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN~ Tired of cooking and
cleaning? Need a place to live for spring term? Come
to the College Inn. 303 Ao;h NE, 243·2881.
04/21

BROTHER MURPHY HAS become very ill. Send
flowers c/o SA E, 1811 Me~n Vista.
04/21

,I

ROOMY I BEDROOM furnished apartment, utilities
paid, 116 Harvard SE. Cal1898-1254,

T
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PHoto by Jamos Flsher

A horse-drawn mail wagon is the recreation class' exibit in the
'Rediscover New Mexico' show.

Paraquat report contradictory;
horticulturalist disputes evidence

E S

y E
R N
E 0

agreements
12 Average:
37 Most impuAbbr.
dent
13 Without:
39 Memory
Suffix
refresher
21 Pillage
22 Electronic
40 Cry out
device ·
42 Relinquish
24 Subdues
43 Front runner
25 Strong
45
Game birds
winds
46
Phase
26 Venerate
47 "Damn
27 Thoughtful
Yankees"
one
girl
28 Exhibits
48 "Take-·-silent profrom me"
test
29 Communities 49 Make a
30 Mad
study of
31 "-----a Hot 50 Lead player
Tin Roof"
51 Poi source
33 Money
52 MWder
savers
54 New type:
36 International
Prefix

By RACHEL DIXON
A UNM Recreation class participated in the "Rediscover New
Mexico" travel show , held at
Winrock Shopping Center, by
putting together an exhibit for the
Greater Albuquerque Chamber of
Commerce,
The exhibit, consisting of an
authentic 1800's mail wagon drawn
·by a life-size plastic horse, was one
of more than 30 exhibits
representing Chambers of Commerce from around New Mexico.
The mail wagon was borrowed
from the Museum of Albuquerque
and the plastic horse was borrowed
from the state fair.
Dr. E. A. Scholer, professor of
the
class
"Tourism
and
Recreation," said the 12 members
of the class were to do this exhibit
as a class project emphaszing the
practical application of tourism in
New Mexico.

/

By JOHN CHADWICK
A preliminary report warning of
the dangers of smoking marijuana
contaminated with the herbicide
paraquat has raised some questions
as to the validity of the report
which was issued by the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare.
Dr. Willima Troutman, director
of the N\!W Mexico Poison Center,
said Friday, "The warning was
issued based on theoretical
evidence."
On March 12, a press release and
the preliminary report issued by
HEW warned of the possible
dangers of smoking marijuana
contaminated with paraquat.
A program, operated and funded
by the Mexican government, has
been using paraquat in an attempt
to destroy marijuana plants.
The
press
release
said,
"Marijuana sprayed with paraquat
can be quickly harvested before the
plant dies and, in such cases,
harvested marijuana contaminated
with paraquat may find its way into
.
the country."
Dr. Troutman said there have
been no human cases of paraquat
poisoning reported.
"There is nothing to indicate that
damage has been produced," he
said.
HEW secretary Joseph A.
Califano said, "The report's
preliminary findipgs suggest that if
an individual smokes three to five
heavily months, irreversible lung
damage will result."
But the report also said,

"They did very fine work for the
exhibit. The students gained a great
deal of practical knowledge for all
the theory and applications they
learned in class," he said.
Chet Brown, student chairman of
the project, said the project was a
"tremendous" learning experience.
"We learned
about the
marketing of tourism in New
Mexico. I think we all really enjoyed the project,'' he said.
The other students involved in
the project are: Paul Barabe, Andy
Braman, Fred Erick, Mark
Erickson, Kathy Eyster; Ray
Gutierrez, Sandy Henson, Kathy
Johnson, Adele Owen and Mark
Pappan.
"Rediscover New Mexico" was
held from Wednesday, April 19
through Saturday, April22.

Vote April28

"Considering the low dose chronic their marijuana is contaminated
studies done on aJJimals, it appears should bring it in rather than mail it
There will be a special election
that the oral administration of in, Wold said.
to vote on the new ASUNM
budget Friday, April28.
marijuana treated with paraquat
The HEW report said "Paraquat
probably creates little hazard."
has been used in this country since
The report also said, "An incont. on page 6
dividual would have to ingest
approximately two full ounces of
marijuana every day for two years
(at contamination levels of 2,000
ppm) to reach the lowest dose level
where cell damage has been observed in animals."
Gale Wold of Schoenfeld Clinical
Laboratories said "safe level" of
con lamination is considered 500
parts per million (ppm). Schoenfeld
Labs will test marijuana for
possible paraquat solution in order
to produce a 'contamination' level
of approxiately 10,000 ppm was
burned in an apparatus designed to
collect all the smoke produced.
"However, it has also been
determined that a small amount of
paraquat is carried in the smoke,
although the exact amount of
paraquat resulting from the bur·
ning of plant material at a specific
contamination level has not been
determined."
Wold said the process the lab
.
uses to determine if marijuana is
•
contaminated with paraquat is able
to detect traces up to three ppm.
Most of the home test 'kits are
·t '
only able to detect levels of I ,000
~
'
=
'
"
••
..
....,,\_
ppm or more, Wold said.
/"'·~~~
·;"1:
§;: ·
He said that of approximately
·~··::.:,,~;
120 samples he has tested, about
~ p~j 0 ~
Martinez
dght out of 10 samples have
showed traces of paraquat.
A TO actives and pledges romp in the mud during their annual Mud
Anyone wanting to find .. out if Bowl game.

Food odors
and content
spark action
By DAVID SHAW
The Dean of UNM's College of
Nursing and Pharmacy received
complaints about the odor and
nutritional unsoundness of the food
being sold in the lobby of the
building early in the semester.
The problem arose because
student organizations were cooking
hot meals in the lobby and offering
these to the students.
Notices from Dean of Nursing
and the Dean of Pharmacy told the
organizations to eliminate the hot
meals and offer only foods with a
sound nutritional value such as
fruits, vegetables or natural cereal
products.
The secretary for the Dean of
Nursing, Cathi Mcintosh, said,
''The nutrition of the food has been
upgraded. The students have been
using natural cereals in the baked
goods." We still have a problem with
chocolate because it is such a
favorite."
Odors from the cookmg of meals
in the lobby has been eliminated
because hot meals cooked in
makeshift kitchens are no longer
available.
Mcintosh said, the college did
not have a food vending permit.
Sales of hot meals outside the
building continues but the school
has no control over this, he said.

A TO members celebrate Founders Day.
in 4th annual Mud Bowl romp.

..
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By DORIS MARTINEZ
Alpha Tau Omega, a Greek
fraternity, celebrated the founding
of is organization Saturday by
holding its 4th annual Mud Bowl.
ATO actives played against the
pledges and the alumni. The Mud
Bowl is similar to the super bowl,
only this game is played in four feet
of water, three-foot holes, and the
actives are allowed to cheat, Coach
and owner of A TO actives Daryl
Moellenberg said.
A TO actives said that every year
they lose at least m;J pledge in the
. mud and that years later he will be
dug up by geologists and put in the
trophy case.
There is no limit on the game, the
coach said. Everyone just plays till
they're muddy and tired.
The game got off to a late start
due to the lack of footbalL A TO's
used an old Adidas shoe instead. At
the half, they found some children
playing with a football and rented it
for the remainder oft he game.
The pledges won, 12-6, with the
help of A TO actives who felt sorry
for them when they were behind,
A TO actives said .

